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Sonic's adventure continues as he was having nightmares about he was going to change into his dark
super form someday.
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1 - Sonic's Nightmares
IN NIGHT TIME, it was raining all night as Sonic the Hedgehog was running through the fields, but then
he stop right at Eggman's old abandon ship. For some reason Sonic had this feeling inside of him that
he has to check on something for a moment, so he went in for a quick look around and there was
nothing. He was about to leave until his Chaos Emerald was glowing like there is another emerald that is
close and he found out it was coming from a room, but then he realized that this room he was going in
was where an old friend known as Light the Hedgehog who died in their last battle is in Shadow's
capsule along with the only emerald that has been mix from last Chaos Emeralds in that room. Sonic
slowly went in and he see Light's grave, Sonic was feeling really sorry for what happen to him from the
past and there probaby do anything just to bring him back, but then Sonic heard someone's voice
coming from the halls.
Dr. Eggman: hurry up you two, the 7 Chaos Emeralds are somewhere in this ship and I must het my
hands one before Sonic shows his blue face!
Decoe and Bocoe: yes Doctor....
Sonic heard Eggman and it seems he was trying to get the Super Emerald away from Light's grave.
Sonic: EGGMAN, what's he doing here.... I have to find out what is he up to this time.
Sonic trying to hide while Eggman and his two robots coming inside, they're in the room and they didn't
see anything but old junk that hasn't been use for a long time.
Dr. Eggman: what, where are they?! The Chaos Emeralds are not here!
Decoe: but impossible.
Bocoe: the radar said they're here in this room.
But then the Doc. sees the black emerald on top of the capsule.
Dr. Eggman: wait, maybe it has something to do with that....
Decoe & Bocoe: what is it, Doctor?
Dr. Eggman: I don't know, but I bet its might be powerful enough to defect Sonic & his stupid little
friends!
Eggman walks tours the Super Emerald, trys to grab it from his cold dead hands, but then he see
somebody in the capsule.
Dr. Eggman: huh, what's this.... there's someone in Shadow's capsule.
He looks inside to see who it could be, then Sonic jump out nowhere.
Sonic: step away from that capsule, Doc.!

Eggman turns around, he sees Sonic standing there.
Dr. Eggman: YOU!!! How dare you come in here to my old ship you little rat!
Sonic: I just came by to say hello and stop your plans again.... Now get your hands off that emerald and
step away from the capsule.
Dr. Eggman: ha, F.Y.I. blue boy.... I buld this abandon ship and I made this capsule for your old buddy,
Shadow..... So I can do what ever I want and beside, what do you know about this person in this base?
Sonic: ....uhm.... well....
Dr. Eggman: ha! I didn't think so.
Eggman took the Super Emerald off the capsule as he put his hand on the glass.
Sonic: Eggman, I swear.... put that emerald back where belong, NOW!
Dr. Eggman: no way, hedgehog..... You can't tell me what to do and even if I would give this back to you,
who's going to make me, hahaha!
As Eggman laugh in his throat, but something else happen. The second life form who died somehow
came back to life and he break through the glass, then grabs a hold of Eggman's neck. Sonic was very
surprise because of Light come back from the undead.
Dr. Eggman: ..... AHHH!!
Sonic stood there when he saw Light once again.
Sonic: ..... Light.... it's not possible.
Light still holds on to Eggman head.
Dr. Eggman: Ahhh! Would somebody please get this thing off of me!!
Light gets the Super Emerald off from Eggman's hand.
Light: hmm, you shouldn't take things that doesn't belong to you, Doctor.... now it's time to pay.
Dr. Eggman: .... WHAT!
Light: game over, egg head....
He was strangling the life out of him and Eggman couldn't move a muscle.
Dr. Eggman: Nooo!
Sonic can't believe it, he see Light's actually killed the doctor with his bare hand, then he looked at
Decoe & Bocoe like he's getting them next. Light move his arm back and shot out his Chaos Slice right
at them.
Decoe and Bocoe: WHOA!!!
They got blown away and there was nothing left of them. Sonic was very shock for what Light has done
to them.

Sonic: Light, what have you done.... I can get you hurting Eggman, but killing him and those two his
robots! you bearly know them and yet you've disintegrated them, that's gone too fare.... I should known
you were a killer in the past, Shadow's brother or not, I am going to send you back in your grave and I'm
not going to let you try to stop me!
Light just stand there while holding the emerald in his hands.
Light: hmm, who's said anything about killing you, I got other plans for you....
Light ran up to Sonic and slam him against the wall.
Sonic: hey, let go me you walking dead Cropse!
Light: oh, I'll let you go alright.... for a moment.
Light puts the Super Emerald right on to Sonic's forehead and he's about to do something to him.
Light: .... TRANSFORM CONTROL!!!!
For some reason, Light didn't change like he usually do and he just let Sonic go.
Sonic: huh, what did you do.... you didn't change!
Light: I'm not the one who's changing....
Sonic: what are you talking abou.... uh.... ah....
Sonic was feeling really weird, his body color was changing into something else and he was glowing
darker.
Sonic: err.... what's happening to me.....
Light: hahahaha, you been saying about how much I was monster in the past.... but now it's time to see
who is the true monster inside of you.
As Sonic change his new look, he stand up and kept on yelling for what he's becoming while opening his
eyes all the away.
Sonic: NOOO!!!!!
Then suddenly, he woke up on top of a tree. He was just haven a nightmare the whole time, Light wasn't
alive, Eggman didn't die and he didn't turned into some monster.
Sonic: whew, whew, oh man.... not the same nightmare again.
It seems Sonic had the same dream before, he doesn't know why he keeps haven that nightmare, but all
he knows it was over.
Sonic: whew, what is with me today, every time I go asleep.... I keep having that dream again, what is
going on with me?

Sonic was trying to relax until he heard someone from the bottom of the tree.
Amy: hey, Sonic!!
Sonic: WHOA!!!!
He fell off the tree and crash landed on his back.
Sonic: OW!
Amy: oh, Sonic.... are you okay?!
Sonic: I landed on my back, but I'm alright.
Amy helps him up and was going to ask him for something.
Amy: I'm sorry for what I did.
Sonic: no, it's fine.... I've been falling off tree some time.... so what were you yelling for?
Amy: well I glad you ask that question.... I just came by to tell you that our old friend Chris is having a
party tonight and we're both invited!
Sonic: a party tonight.... well then where's it at?
Amy: it's at Chris' house and I wondering if you wanted to come.
Sonic: well let me think about this....
Sonic was trying to think, but he has nothing to do.
Sonic: well I got nothing, I'll go.
Amy: well then lets hurry up!
Sonic: okay.
Sonic & Amy were now heading tours Station Square to get to Chris' house, but until Sonic stood there
like he's feeling a little weird. Then his eyes were changing as well and Amy turns around to see what's
wrong.
Amy: .... Sonic.....
Then Sonic's eyes just change back for some reason.
Sonic: what the....
Amy: Sonic, are you feeling alright?
Sonic: yeah I'm fine, I musted feeling dizzy after falling off that tree.
Amy: oh.... well alright then lets go, we don't want to keep the others waiting for us.
Sonic: ..... Right....
So they ran off to go to the party, now what was up with Sonic and those nightmares about Light in his
dreams and why did Sonic's eyes just change. find out later on the next chapter.
End of Chapter 1.

2 - Somethings Wrong With Sonic
At the time they got to the home of Chris Thorndyke, everybody including Sonic's friends are there,
having a good time. Some of them are inside eating or dancing while some of them are outside
swimming. Sonic & Amy were talking to a gather about how fun their getting.
Amy: this party is great, I haven't had this fun since the last time Chris and his family had a party.
Sonic: yeah, I know.... I mean if we didn't get transport to this world and if I haven't any trouble with the
S.Team, I would never landed in his pool and he probably wouldn't save me otherwise we never would
met a gather....
Amy: .... I wonder why Chris is having a party for anyway, it's not his birthday yet, why did he invite us
for?
Sonic: I'm not sure, Amy.... by the way, when we got here, did you see Shadow around.... I need to have
talk to him will quick.
Amy: I don't know, but I bet Tails & Cream knows.
Sonic: be right back.
So Sonic walks up to where Tails & Cream are at, they standing near a wall talking to a gather about
something.
Sonic: Hey, little buddy! How's it going?
Tails: Hi Sonic....
Sonic: what you were you two doing?
Cream: we were talking about when we are going to do for tomorrow and Tails has something that he's
working on for Chris & Helen.
Sonic: Really and why is it?
Tails: well me & Cream had been going out since 3 weeks and it we had a wonderful time together.
Sonic actually didn't know they been together for almost 3 weeks straight.
Sonic: huh, ya'll been going out 3 weeks, so does that mean you two are boyfriend and girlfriend now.
Tails: that's right!
Sonic: hmm, how did all this happen?
Cream: hehe, you silly.... you told me if I can go out with Tails, remember Sonic.... when you & Shadow
came by and asked me to go him.
Sonic was abet confuse when she said that.
Sonic: what.... I didn't say anything about what I said.
Cream: sure you did, you ran into me and you also ask me if I should go out with Tails and I said yes
when I saw you with Shadow that same day.
Sonic: but Cream, I don't know what you're talking about?
Cream: but I heard you said it....
Tails: um, Cream.... May I have a word with him, please?

Cream: .... sure, Tails.... anything you say....
So Tails takes Sonic somewhere outside that way he can tell him what's going on.
Sonic: what is up with her, I didn't remember say anything about what she said.
Tails: yeah, I know Sonic.
Sonic: well then what's with her?
Tails: Sonic, she thought the other hedgehog she saw was you.
Sonic: really, who's other hedgehog?
Tails: .... that would be Light the Hedgohog you're talking about....
When Tails said that, Sonic totally forgot about Light and what he did here in the this when he died.
Sonic: oh.... I remember now.... that explains it, Cream thought Light was me in a form disguise.... I got
to tell Cream.
Tails: no Sonic, I rather you didn't....
Sonic: why not?
Tails: because for what Light did to get me & Cream actually like a gather for the very first time, I never
been this much happier and I don't want to give that up, so can please don't tell her about what I said.
Sonic: um.... alright, I'm not going to tell Cream is because of Light did something for, it's because your
best friend and I wouldn't ruin it for the both of you.
Tails: .... thank Sonic.... now was there something you need to ask me about....
Sonic: oh right..... so have you seen Shadow around?
Tails: yeah, he's over there standing next to that tree. Sonic: thanks....
Sonic see Shadow standing next to that tree, he was just drinking soda and watch the other do what
ever their doing, so Sonic decided to go where he's at.
Sonic: What up, Shadow!
Shadow: not you again, is their anybody you can annoy besides me?!
Sonic: huh, no I'm not going to annoy you, I'm just having a good with our friends.... how come you're not
joining the party with us....
Shadow: because I'm not much of a party person....
Sonic: then why did you come?
Shadow: Chris invited me that's why....
Sonic: so what's the big deal, I mean everybody we know is having a good time but you, why don't you
just dance a little with any of these women here?
Shadow: who you think I am.... Mario or someone, I'm not dancing with nobody, and there's no way
you're me making too.
Sonic: Shadow, I'm not making you too....
Shadow: then get out of my face and go do what ever else you do, I'm staying right here until this party
over!
Sonic: .... Shadow....
It was no use of Shadow doing nothing all night, so Sonic had a thought of what he's going to say to him.
Sonic: Shadow.... you're not still upset for what happened to Light, are you?
Shadow: .... What....

Sonic: well, you haven't been happy after for what happen to him.
Shadow: oh, that.... no I'm not upset.
Sonic was steering at him for some reason and Shadow doesn't really like anybody looking at him funny.
Shadow: whew, alright.... so I miss him a little, but what should I do? I mean sure he was my only
brother I ever have and there's nothing to do to change the past.
Sonic: yeah, I know Shadow.... we told you how sorry we are and we were trying to make it up to you....
Shadow: look Sonic, just forget about it. The point is that Light's dead and there's nothing I do bring him
back.
Sonic: yeah, I get it, but....
Right after Sonic was talking to Shadow, Chris got everybody outside for some kind of meeting.
Chris: excuse me, may I have your attention please! ok, first off I like to thank you all for coming....
friends, family, even the ones from the other side for coming too.
Everyone Who at the Party: YOU WELCOME CHRIS!
Chris: thank you all, but now you people wondering why I brought you all out here tonight.... well ya'll
already knew Helen, me & her had been known a gather ever since we were kids and we been partners
for all these years.... so what I'm saying is that we....
Everyone was listen to what Chris was about to say.
Chirs: ..... decided to get married.
At the moment he said that in front of everybody, Sonic was surprise and Shadow was shocked when
spit some of that soda he was drinking. Everyone was happy because of Chris & Helen are getting
married.
Sonic: well I'll be dang.... our old friend is getting married with Helen.
Shadow: cough.... yeah, I notice....
Sonic: well what are we waiting for, let's go over there and graduate them!
Shadow alright....
Then Sonic and the others went to see them so they can congratulate them for what's going to be their
future.
Sonic: hey, Chris.... congratulation buddy!
Amy: way a go.... Helen!
Chris: thanks guys, I don't know what to say.
Knuckles: na, don't need too.
Helen: yes, but thank you all for coming, especially you too, Shadow.
Shadow was blushing.
Shadow: um.... you're welcome....
They smiled at him and laugh. Sonic was going to ask him for something.

Sonic: hey, Chris. May I have a word with will quick?
Chris: sure thing, Sonic.
The others went inside to party more while Sonic & Chris were still outside for a quick moment.
Sonic: Chris.... I know what to tell you, but we really are proud of you.
Chris: thank you, Sonic...
Sonic: no really, ever since you were a kid.... you been helping us for years now, but now that you're
grown up, you can think about your future.
Chris: yeah, you have a good point, Sonic.... just because I'm getting married, but it doesn't I don't have
to forget my friends.
Sonic: course, we're best buddies and there's nothing to give up our friendship.
Chris: yeah, you & I have been friends ever since you and the others came to our world along with
Eggman too.... you haven't giving up on anybody like the time when I were trying to send you and the
others back home and stop you from going because I don't wonna lose a friend I had and you still didn't
give up on me for that.
Sonic then looked at moon for some reason and he couldn't forget the time when he & Chris ran away
and camp out when Chris' family were trying to find him.
Sonic: well you maybe right on that part, but did you also remember when we talk about that moon when
I said that our worlds were met to come to a gather.
Chris: yeah, I still remember it, I couldn't forget it....
Sonic: you dang right and I mean when we do lose a gather, we can look at moon and it was like the
same of both our worlds....
Chris: well tell you one thing, if I do have a family on my own, I'll will never forget the one I care.... you,
Amy, Tails, Knuckles, Rouge, Cream, Cheese, and even Shadow for making my life better than it was
before.... I still thank you for everything, Sonic.
So they both hug for a minute and they stop.
Sonic: now let's get inside and join the party, everybody might be waiting for us.
Chris: right.
They went back inside to join the party with the others, Amy was standing near a wall because she was
just waiting for Sonic.
Sonic: hey, Amy!
Amy: hi Sonic, so what were asking Chris about?
Sonic: nothing much, just something he might do in his future.
Amy: oh.... that probably make since.
Sonic: but here's this.
Sonic hold Amy hand.
Sonic: may I have this dance?

Amy yells out loud.
Amy: YOU BET!!
Sonic: .....hehe.... ok, then let's go!
Sonic & Amy were actually dancing for the very first time, something that Amy wanted, dance with her
hero.
FOR 3 HOURS LATER.
Everyone is a little tired and the party was almost over. Sonic & Amy were setting on a couch, Knuckles
& Rouge were setting next them, Shadow sat on a sofa and Tails & Cream are laying on the bring bag
chairs. They were all thinking what they'll do next.
Knuckles: it sure was fun while it last.
Rouge: yeah, but to bad the party is almost over.
Amy: so what do you guys want to do next?
Cream: we could play spin the bottle.
Shadow: no I don't to play that stupid game.
Tails: then what should we do, just set here.
Sonic: I don't know, I mean look at Chris & Helen.... they seem very happy together.
They look at them and Sonic was right. They seem no trouble at all.
Amy: yeah, I guess you're right.... they do look very happy.
Knuckles: hmm.... they probably can't wait for this wedding.
Rouge: aw, come on Knuckles. Can't you see how much they love a gather....
Shadow: well they are look like a good couple, however.... there one little problem here.
Sonic: .... and what's that?
Shadow: well I don't want to be main or anything, but look at Helen will fast.
They look at to see the problem. But they don't know.
Sonic: so what's wrong with her?
Shadow: well it's her legs.... she can not walk, how are they going to get married if Helen is on a wheel
chair.
They haven't thought of that at first.
Sonic: oh.... now I see what you mean.
Amy: oh no....
Shadow: oh no is right, how are they going to fix that problem?
Tails: don't need too.
Knuckles: why is that, you have somthing that would help her?
Tails: told what he is up too.

Tails: in fect I do.... when Chris & I finish fixing up my work shop, he told me he was getting married and
he wanted me to invents something for Helen.
Amy: wait, so you knew about this the night.
Tails: yeah, I just keep my mouth shut, it was all secret between me and him.
Sonic: really.... well don't keep us waiting.... what's this new invention?
Tails: well I'm inventing a way to help her walk batter by....
Tails was going to tell then, then suddenly, Sonic was feeling wired again.
Sonic: uhh....
Amy: .... Sonic?
Sonic wasn't moving abet that his friends don't know going on with him.
Knuckles: hey, Sonic....
Tails: you feeling alright buddy?
Then Sonic was feeling better and got up a little.
Amy: Sonic, are you okay?
Sonic: whew, I'm fine.... I musted black out for all the sudden. Now where were we?
Tails: ok, the only way to make her walk batter is by....
Sonic was felt that same feeling again, only he was acting very crazy and front of his friends. Everybody
saw what Sonic's doing and he change back again.
Sonic: um.... I got a go outside will fast, I'll be back.
Amy: Sonic?
Sonic: Amy.... I just need some air, I'll be right back, I swear!
Sonic ran outside as quick as flesh and everybody want to know why acting weired tonight.
Tails: somethings up with Sonic?
Rouge: why was he acting this way? Shadow: probably ate too much chili dogs I guess.
Amy: Shadow, I think you should go out there and see what's wrong.
Shadow: me! Oh fine, I'll go check!
LATER.
Sonic still felt that feeling, some reason he couldn't control it.
Sonic: err.... what is happening to m....AHHHH!!
Shadow got outside to find out what was Sonic up too.
Shadow: alright, what is going here, is Eggman around here?

Then suddenly, Sonic's eyes was changing again, they were glowing into whiter by the minute. Shadow
couldn't even see his face.
Shadow: hey, I'm talking you, Sonic....
He can't even speak up while his eyes are glowing.
Shadow: alright, this isn't funny.... I'm really serious this time, are you even listen to me, Sonic!
Shadow grabs his shoulder and then for that quick moment, Sonic turns around and pound Shadow in
the face, knocking him against the wall and suddenly Sonic's eyes change back to normal. Sonic didn't
notice anything.
Sonic: huh.... what was that all about?
Sonic didn't remember a thing until he found Shadow laying on the ground, he was pretty knock out after
for that punch.
Sonic: .... Shadow....
He tried to help him out.
Sonic: Shadow.... talk to me.... what the heck happen to you.... who did to you!
Knuckles, Tails & Chris came out to find out them self.
Knuckles: alright now, what's going on out here?
They saw Shadow laying on the ground as he was unconches and they think Sonic might has something
to do about it.
Knuckles: whoa!
Tails: what happen to Shadow?
Sonic doesn't know what he got himself into.
Chris: .... Sonic... what did you do?
Sonic: Chris.... I..... Err!!!
They saw him going down to his knee with his hands on his head. Sonic felt it again and he can't control
it.
Chris: Sonic....
Sonic: .... Chris.... HELP ME!!!
Why was Sonic acting this way and why did he hurt Shadow for, find out on the next chapter.

END OF CHAPTER 2.

3 - The Return Of Light The hedgehog
As soon the party was over, Chris got Sonic in the lab with Tails helping him to figure out what's wrong
with Sonic. They put him in a room where they can scean him for any virus inside of Sonic. So fare they
didn't found anything yet.
Tails: well, how's our buddy doing in there?
Chris: so fare I'm not picking up anything on the radar screens.... this is not like Sonic beating up
somebody, why he would beat up Shadow for?
Tails was thinking.
Tails: hey, why don't you try to do same thing you did to Cosmo before we try to find out what was wrong
with her.
Chris: .... I don't know if that work, but it won't to try.
So Chris tries to do the same thing he did to Cosmo by looking somewhere right to the the center of
Sonic's head, but still nothing.
Chris: sorry, Tails.... but I can't get anything, this is the best I can do.
Tails: but there's got to be a reason why he's acting this way and why did he actually hurt someone?
Chris: I know, Tails.... but this isn't helping us anywhere and even if we do help him, he'll might start
hurting someone including the ones he cares.
Tails: well then what are we going to do untile then, Chris?
Chris doesn't know what he'll do, he looked at Sonic as he's behind the glass window. So he was
thinking what he's going to do.
Chris: I guess I'll have a talk with him and maybe gets some answers from him.... it might help us finding
out what's wrong.
Tails: well what do you want me to do?
Chris: see if could try helping the others to make sure Shadow's okay.
Tails: ok, I'll see you later Chris.
When Tails was gone, Chris went in to the room where Sonic's was tested at, Sonic was just setting
near the wall shaking while Chris come over where he is standing at just to talk to him.
Chris: .... Sonic....
Sonic: Chris, I know what you're thinking, but I didn't mean to do what I did to Shadow, I don't even
hitting him!
Chris: Sonic, relax.... I'm not mad, I just want to know what was matter with you tonight. I never see you
acting this way before.
Sonic: .... I don't know....
Chris: well I may not to be a doctor, but maybe you could tell me when did all of this happen.

Sonic: well I don't see what good would do, but I'll try.... it started like 3 weeks ago and I never been like
this ever since....
Sonic stop talking right there, but Chris really needs to know.
Chris: since what.... you never been like this since what?
Sonic: uh.... ok, Tails isn't here, is he?
Chris: no, I told him to check on Shadow if he's hurt or not.
Sonic: .... and Shadow, he is still unconches right?
Chirs: acourse.... now what is it?
Sonic: well, I haven't been like this ever since.... Light the Hedgehog died.
Chris doesn't know who's Light.
Chris: Light.... who's Light, was he a friend of yours.
Sonic: kinda.... he's the reason why I been having these nightmares.
Chris: .... can you tell me all about him....
Sonic: alright.... I'll tell you, but you got to keep a secret between us.
Chris: ok, I promise....
So Sonic tells the whole story of the Light the Hedgehog.
Sonic: it started when me & Knuckles went back to Space Colony ARK just to see if those Black Arms
weren't up to something and we found a room where Gerald has more of these capsule..... Then we
found something was in one of them.
Chris: wait, he was in one of those capsules?
Sonic: yes, me & Knuckles found out that Light was the second ultimate life form.
Chris: .... second.... you mean Gerald made another life form?
Sonic: oh yeah, and he look a lot like Shadow only this one is alot different from him.
Chris: oh man.... you have to tell me what else happen?
Sonic: when we took him to our world and things gone worst.... he blow up Tails' work shop, then he
started tricking everybody including you too, Chris....
Chris: me, I didn't even seen this guy!
Sonic: that's because you thought Light was me in disguise.
Chris: disguise?
Chris has no idea why Sonic meant.
Sonic: yeah, in disguise.... you see Light has some kind abilitie to transforming himself into anybody he
sees by using a Chaos Emerald....
Chris: dang, I'm been fool by one of Gerald's creation.... what else happen?
Sonic: then he almost tried to kill me when we gone back to space again and he blasted me with a
Chaos Emerald & Super Emerald....
Chris: Super Emerald?
Sonic: long story, but I'll explain that right some other time.... Chris: yeah, we don't all day, lets continue.
Sonic: ....anyway..... after he blast with those emeralds, I was unconches and he was about to finish me
off, but he couldn't.

Chris: why didn't he do, Sonic?
Sonic: it seem he was been taking orders by someone else, Light wouldn't stand of hurting people
anymore.... but now he save me & others by given his own life, so now he's dead.
Chris: that terrible.... how he'd died....
Sonic: we were fighting this monster that came back for revenge and Light got shout on the left side of
his stomach and after giving his own life by release enough energy and destory the monster.... sure we
beat it, Light was no longer with us and.... Shadow was very upset too.
Chris: why was Shadow upset?
Sonic: because Light is Shadow half brother and his creator.
Chris was shocked.
Chris: oh my goodness.... now there's something I never heard until now!
Sonic: yeah, but now that Light's gone, he's somehow been sleazing around my dreams lately and
maybe that why I gone nuts for 3 week straight now.
Chris: hmm, I think I know what's wrong with you.
Sonic: what is it?
Chris: you musted think that some day that this Light person might come back so he can get his revenge
on you.
Sonic: that's crazy!
Chris: is it....why else would make you gone mad.... he probably was trying to tell you that someday he is
coming back or he wants somebody to forgive him for what he has done to you.
Sonic: so what are you saying.... go over to his grave and ask him to forgive me, you can count me out, I
aren't going to his grave and ask him for forgiveness especially when I had been haven nightmares
about him came back to life and turn me into some kind of monster.
Chris: you maybe right Sonic, but what choice do you have?
Sonic haven't thought that way, but he doesn't know if he want to go back to Light's grave even if he
wanted too.
Sonic: .... sorry Chris.... Shadow just told me to forget about Light and move on, but I couldn't.... and
even if I ask for forgiveness, I don't know what good would it will do.
Chris: I know, Sonic.... but it might help you, trust me I have dream about Shadow when we thought he
was dead and look how I turn out.... you don't have to go to Light's grave if you want too.... but it just
might you.
Sonic had enough and he got to leave the room, but then he stop at the door.
Sonic: .... I'll think about it, Chris....
Then Sonic leave as Chris worries of what his friend will do.
AT MIDNIGHT.
Sonic was on top of a building, sleeping all night when he had dream again. it was the same nightmare
about Light changing him into a monster, then sooner or later he woke up.

Sonic: AHHH! Whew, whew, err! The same nightmare again.... that's it, I can't take it anymore.... Chris is
right, if I keep ignoring these dreams, it's just make it worst!
He was thinking what's he going to do for tomorrow.
Sonic: but I'm not going to Light's grave by myself, I need someone to come with me and I can't ask
Shadow because he's already mad at me for knocking him out.... so who can I trust to go with me and
make sure if I might be in trouble?
THE NEAXT DAY IN THE AFTERNOON.
Sonic was at Eggman's old abandon space ship with someone else as well and this person wants to
know why Sonic needs her to go with him.
Amy: ok, I hate to say this, but why are we doing here and why did you bring me along?
Sonic: because I need someone with me so I can ask Light for forgiveness and the whole reason why
want you with me because I can't find anyone who I can trust..... Besides, I would've asked Tails, but
he's busy.... Knuckles & Rouge have plans and Shadow would beat the fool out of me if tell him what I'm
doing.
Amy: hmm, I don't know about this, Sonic.
Sonic: Amy, the whole reason why I'm doing this is because of these weird nightmares about Light in my
dreams and Chris said it may help me if I go to his grave and ask him for forgiveness, you don't have to
go with me.... unless you want me to do you a favor....
Amy: actually I do want something.
Sonic: and what is it?
Amy was thinking about the agreement for Sonic.
Amy: here's this, if I agree to go with you in this abandon space ship, would you go out with me this
Saturday?
Sonic: what?!
Amy: fine, then I'm out of here.
Amy started to walk away and Sonic tries to stop her because he really doesn't want to go in that space
ship by himself.
Sonic: wait.... ok, ok, I'll agree to go out with you if you do this for me.
Amy: hmm, let me think about it.
Amy has a good way to go with her, and then she also notices something.
Amy: alright, we have deal.... but I'm not doing this just because of you told me too, but I'll come with you
because this is an old friend of ours and I could at least see him one more time.
Sonic: I think I can agree with that.... oh one more thing.
He found some flowers on the ground, and he picks some of them out.

Amy: what with the flowers for?
Sonic: for Light and besides, if you're going to visit somebody's grave, then you might as well being them
something.
Sonic has a point for it, but now they're ready. They went inside the ship and find the room where they
first hide him in, when they found the room, Sonic opens the door and they gone inside. Sonic & Amy
seen Light as peaceful as well, something they forgotten of him for so long.
Sonic: .... I forgot how he was before, it's been 3 weeks and yet he's like this.
Amy: yeah.... if only he'd survive from the explosion, Light would've been alive right now.
Sonic: alright, Amy.... I need to be alone.... so untile then can you wait at the door and make sure that
none of Eggman's robots are coming or still hiding around somewhere.
Amy: alright.... what ever need, I'll be right here.
So Amy walks at the door while Sonic going to say something to Light's grave, he put the flowers on the
glass of the capsule and stand back so he can get down to his knees and say some words.
Sonic: hi Light.... remember me, I'm the blue hedgehog that was friend of you're brother, Shadow. I
come here today to tell you that I am really sorry for what's happen to you and where ever you are, I just
wanted you to forgive me for what I done to you, even I didn't know you that much. so if you're still alive,
that probably will make Shadow happy if you come back and see us once again and maybe if you like
come to Chris & Helen wedding, but I wish that you will come back and see you one more time....
Then he walks at the door, as Sonic is about leave, he turn around to see his face one last time.
Sonic: (I hope you forgive me.)
Sonic got out of the room and Amy wants to know how he felt.
Amy: that was good, Sonic.... so how you feel.
Sonic: I'm not sure, I guess I'll just have to find out tonight, okay.... now what was code to close down
this door.
Sonic having a hard time figure out the code, something that only Shadow, Rouge or Eggman knows.
Sonic: dang, I should have asked Rouge about the code to this door before we got here.
Amy: why don't you try using the word Maria, it some time works.
Sonic: because on this lock doesn't letters, it only has numbers....
Amy: well I'm not putting my pin number on this thing.
Sonic: I guess I had to figure out myself.
So he trys to do it on his own. he tipe in 4 numbers.
Sonic: I'll try 8297.
He tip it in and something went wrong, that lock just set alarm

Alarm: INTRUDER ALERT, INTRUDER ALERT!!!
Sonic: oh man, what did I do, what did I do?!
Amy: shut it off, Sonic....
Sonic: I can't, it won't let me.
Soon they have a bigger problem, another door open up and there come out a big robot that looks like a
cobra.
E-156 Cobra: Subjects Sonic the Hedgehog & Amy Rose.... destroy intruder, Dr. Eggman orders.
Sonic: I like to see you try it fang face!
Sonic got a ring and did the spin dash, he hit it right between the jaw and the neck, knocking that snake
against the wall.
Sonic: that wasn't so hard.
Then the robot spit out something that blinded Sonic eyes.
Sonic: ahh, I can't see.
The robot got up quick and raps a hold around Sonic which it was smashing him on the wall, foor,
anywhere that give Sonic in so much pain.
Amy: Sonic!!
Sonic: Amy.... run!
Amy: no, I won't leave you here.
She got out her hammer and jump on it's head, banging it until it go down, but then E-156 Cobra hit her
with it's tail which knock the side of her head and she past out.
E-156 Cobra: subject Sonic the Hedgehog must be destroyed.
Sonic see Amy been hurt and he was trying get her, but the robot been holding him down it won't let of
him.
Sonic: Amy, wake up!
E-156 Cobra was opening its mouth and tries to eat him like a real snake will do to it's pray.
Sonic: (in pain) hey buddy, if you're hungry, let me get you some fast food place! You may have me for
dinner, but I will not give up the FIGHT!
Suddenly the blue Chaos Emerald was glowing, then Super Emerald in the room with Light was glowing
too only it was gone crazy, it was out of control and it will not stop. it release it's full power and strike
onto Light's body, the power of the Super Emerald recovered the wounds on him, then it stop a moment.
I know don't what's going in that lab, but there some movement behind that glass and capsule open up,
release out some smoke. the smoke was so much that anybody couldn't see a thing, but then out comes

Light, walking alive with the Super Emerald in his hand and all wounds are gone too. Sonic was still
having trouble on his own, he can't escape it.
E-156 Cobra: time to die, Hedgehog....
Sonic: err, Amy.... wake up!
It almost had him, but then something crash into it which let go of Sonic, then he past out laying on the
floor.
E-156 Cobra: intruder.... must be found.
The robot can't find the person that knock it over until someone got on top of it's head and pull it down,
Sonic can't see the person because he still blind from the spit. E-156 Cobra tries to get away, but this
person grabs it mouth and break it jaw. the robot has been destroy, Sonic open his open eyes and he
can see a little, then saw someone's foot, he looked up to see the person.
Sonic: .... Sha....dow....
Then he past out which got him to sleep, just then he had another dream only this one is different. He
dreams about his home world, it was fine until some monster was destroying everything, it was black
monster that looks like Sonic only this one was dark and a lot dangerous. It hunt everybody including
Sonic's friends, then Amy was standing front of the creature for some reason.
Amy: .... Sonic.... what wrong with you?!
It turn out it was Sonic that hurting his own friend.
Sonic: err....
Amy: Sonic.... what are you doing?!
He grabs Amy and slams her against a tree.
Amy: ow, no Sonic, don't do this!
He was to release an energy ball from his hand.
Amy: no Sonic.... wake up, Sonic!
Suddenly he was sleeping at Amy house and she's trying to wake him up.
Amy: Sonic.... wake up.
Sonic: ahhh! Whew, whew....
Amy: alright, come down Sonic, it was just another nightmare you had.
Sonic: oh man.... what happen?
Amy: I don't know, I woke up the same way as you.... Sonic: huh.... no kidding..... Amy: ..... how did we
get back here in my house.... did someone brought us back here?
Sonic: I'm not sure, last I remember we were going to the Eggman's abandon ship and you were past

out because of some snake like robot, then someone rescue us, I couldn't see the person who save us,
but it like Shadow at first.
Amy: so Shadow musted known we were in trouble and he probably brought us home.
Sonic: no, it wasn't Shadow, it was someone else.... I mean it look like Shadow only his shoes I saw
were blue and they have blue stripes on them....
Amy: hmm, well if it not Shadow, then who?
Sonic: .... well the only person I know who weirs blue stripes shoes is Light.
Sonic & Amy had a thought.
Sonic: wait.... Amy, do you think the person that saft us was....
They were thinking the same thing, but they're thinking no it couldn't be.
Sonic & Amy: ..... NA!!!
They both got out of bed and walk in living room, laughing to what their thinking about.
Amy: haha, it can't be Light.... there's no way it could be possible.
Sonic: yeah really.... it's not like he just came back to life and saft our butts and got us back here in your
house which now he should walking around like a real zombie.
As they continue laughing, Sonic trip over something that was in he way.
Sonic: whow!!
He even fell down and landed on his stomach.
Amy: oh Sonic, are you okay?
Sonic: I'm alright..... Dang it, what did I slip over, huh?!
Sonic see the person who save their life, it was Light all along, he was unconches and he was holding
Super Emerald on his right hand. Sonic & Amy had no idea of how was it possible.
Amy: you got to be kidding me....
Light was still breathing too, Sonic was shaking as he see an old white hedgehog is in Amy's house
laying on floor in front of very eyes.
Sonic: Light's alive?
How did Light came back to life, why was he doing in Amy's house and what did he want with them. Did
Light came back to help them or get revenge for things that happen to him, find out later.
END OF CHAPTER 3.

4 - Brothers Once Again
At Eggman's Base, the doc. was up to something in his lab all by himself, making a new robot for Sonic
& his friends.
Dr. Eggman: haha, it's almost compete, now all I need is data on one Sonic's friends and one more
Chaos Emerald, I got 6 more emeralds and I need that last one. Where can it be?
While Eggman trying to figure out where that one Chaos Emerald is, Decoe & Bocoe ran into lab to get
Eggman.
Decoe & Bocoe: Doctor, Doctor!
Dr. Eggman: what is it now!
Decoe: we got some good news and we got some bad news.
Dr. Eggman: really, then tell me what's the good news.
Bocoe: the good news is E-156 Cobra found the seventh emerald.
Dr. Eggman: uh ha, now we're in business, so what's the bad news?
They both looked at Eggman and they have to say it.
Decoe: it seems Sonic has it and E-156 Cobra was destroyed.
Dr. Eggman: WHAT!! When did this happen?
Bocoe: it happen today.
Dr. Eggman: alright, show the video clip.
They show him the video on the computer, E-156 Cobra has camera that showed Sonic been joking.
Dr. Eggman: so how did E-156 Cobra get destroyed?!
Decoe: well there was somebody that looks like another hedgehog.
Dr. Eggman: let me see this hedgehog.
Decoe show him the photo clips of the hedgehog, but Eggman couldn't see it, they were all too dark that
he can't see him.
Dr. Eggman: I can't see the intruder, it too dark to see the face. It must be that good for nothing black
hedgehog, Shadow!
Eggman comes down abet and he was figuring how to get the Chaos Emerald that Sonic has with him.
Dr. Eggman: okay, so now we know where that last emerald, but now we need to get it from Sonic....
and when I compete my new robot, it will finally finish off Sonic and his friends.... and nothing can stand
in my way.... hahahaha!
MEANWHILE.

In Amy's house, Light was still asleep and laying on the couch while Sonic & Amy wondering how he
come back to life and what they're going to do with him.
Sonic: ok, this is starting to scare me, what in the world is Light doing in here in this house?
Amy: I don't know, I never see a real dead guy in my house.... I just want to know why he's doing here.
Sonic: this all confusing, how can a dead white hedgehog be alive in the first place?!
Amy: how should I know, it's not like he faked his own death.
Sonic: it could be, I still don't understand of anything about this..... This is not getting us anywhere, but I
got a get rid of him.
Amy: what.... why?!
Sonic: because this life form almost got me killed when Knuckles & I first bought him to this world and
I'm not going to let him try to kill me again!
Amy: you can't be serious....
Sonic: Amy, he is not one of Eggman's robots and this isn't Shadow disguise himself as Light to make a
fool out of me, this here is the real Light sleeping on your couch in your house.
Amy: ok, I see what you mean, so what do we do?
Sonic: first off I'm going to get him out of here and I take him to Chris' lab.
Right when he was going to take him, Light was starting to wake up.
Light: ..... Ahh.....
Sonic: oh no, he's waking up!
Amy: he is?
Sonic: oh yeah, run to the door!
Light was getting up and he sees Sonic & Amy steering at him, he was a little dizzy and he looked at his
hands for some reason, see if he can feel anything.
Light: ..... crap, I died again and now I'm in some kind a research lab so they can cut me open....
They can't believe it with their own eyes, Light is fully alive and still talking.
Light: oh hi, it nice to see you two lovebirds again....
Amy: Ahhhhh!
Sonic: Amy, run to the door!
Sonic & Amy were about to run to the door, but it was locked as Light see them scared.
Light: oh boy....
Light off the couch so he can try to come them down.
Light: hey, hey, come down guys. It me, Light.... you two were attacked a robot and I save ya'll both life.
Amy: no it impossible, you're supports to be dead, we saw your death!
Light: yeah I know, I'm as much confuses either.
Sonic: but how.... you aren't support to be here!

Light: if you both relax for a minute, maybe I can remember how I got here.
They both come down a little and set down to listen of Light needs to say.
Light: alright, now first off I don't how I'm alive and why.... but you two been past out when I rescue ya
both, then I carried the both you and found your house Amy.
Amy: how did you know where I live....
Light: there was a sign outside that said Amy Rose's House.
Amy: oh....
Light: yeah, so I figure your door might be unlock and I put you two in the bedroom while you rest and
then I past out, landed on the floor.
Sonic: past out, how could you just past out.
Light: I don't know, when I beat that robot.... I feel something is missing.
Sonic doesn't know what he's talking until he notices something on him, the only thing that Light missing
was his gold ring necklace.
Sonic: (the necklace, a course.... and I know who has it.) excuse me, I got to make a phone call will fast.
So Sonic tries to find the phone.
MAINWHILE AT TAILS' WORK SHOP.
Tails was finishing his new invention for Helen, it seem to be a blet for anybody that can actually walk.
Tails: it almost done.... there, it's finish.
Tails holds it up and showed it to someone that was with him.
Tails: so Shadow, what do you think of it?
Shadow: .... you made a belt for a wheel chair young girl, what good is a belt going to helped her to
make her walk better?
Tails: I don't know, I just need to test it on Helen, but she is not here right now.
Shadow: so what are you going to do with it?
Tails: well I'm going to hang on to it when the next time Chris & Helen come over, so anyway.... how's
your eye.
Shadow: it's perfectly fine, I don't have a black eye.... or at least I can't tell.
Tails: .... I see what you mean....
Just then Tails' phone ranged.
Tails: hmm, who could that be in this hour?
Shadow: hold on, I'll get it....
Tails: alright, I'll see if I can hide this belt somewhere.
Shadow walks to the phone and answered it.

Shadow: Tails is busy right now, can I take a message.
Sonic: [Shadow.... thanked goodness you're there!]
Shadow: YOU! What is it now!
Sonic: [I see you're still mad.]
Shadow: you're dang right I'm mad, you hit my face and you're lucky I didn't get a black eye either....
what do you want with me this time!
Sonic: [look I have a bigger problem right now.... I went to Light's grave and he somehow is alive and
he's now walking around in Amy's House!]
Shadow: Sonic, Light is dead and there is no way he can't be alive!
Sonic: [but he is alive.... Light is in living room talking to Amy.]
Shadow: oh yeah, well you know what I think.... I think you're....
While Sonic is hearing of what Shadow has to say on the phone and it must be very bad, Light came in
the kitchen with him.
Light: hey, Sonic.... who you talking too?
Sonic hand over the phone to Light.
Sonic: say hello to your brother, I'll be in the living room.
Light was hearing Shadow voice.
Shadow: [and another thing, you must be really that....]
Light: hi Shadow!
Shadow: [what the.... who's this?]
Light: it me, Light....
Shadow didn't know that was Light's voice on the phone.
Shadow: .... what.... no it can't be.
Light: [but it is.... your friends Sonic & Amy were attacked by a robot and I brought them in Amy's
House.]
Shadow: but that's impossible, how could you be still alive.
Light: [that's what I was wondering and I think it has something to do with the Super Emerald.]
Shadow was thinking.
Shadow: do you still have the emerald?
Light: [yes.]
Shadow: alright, just stay there, I coming over to check on you, can you do that....
Light: [sure thing, Shadow.]
Shadow: good, I'll be right there.
They both hanged and Shadow is getting Tails to fly him at Amy's home.
Tails: so who was it?

Shadow: Tails, we got to get going!
Tails: what.... why?
Shadow: I'll explain on the way, we need to get to Amy's House now.
While they're going to Amy's House on the X-Tornado. For 20 minute, Sonic was waiting on the window,
while Light was talking with Amy. Then Sonic sees Shadow & Tails have made it.
Sonic: finally....
Sonic ran to the door to open up, then he step outside to get them.
Sonic: thank goodness you're here....
Shadow: where is he?
Sonic: he's in there, but you could at lease give me a good....
Shadow ran into the house before Sonic was going to say something.
Sonic: ..... Thank you....
Tails: alright, can somebody explain what's going on.
Sonic: come inside and see for your self.
So he gets Tails to go in and when they got in, Tails see Shadow standing around because he sees
Light in person.
Tails: HOLY COW!
Sonic: see what I mean.
Tails: but he was.... how did he....
Shadow: guys, may I handle this please, I want to be alone with him.
Sonic was going to tell him.
Sonic: alright, come on Amy, Tails.... lets just go outside so these two have brother talk.
So they gone outside while Shadow need to have a word with Light.
Shadow: Light.... is this really you or I'm just gone insane for some reason?
Light: no, this is really me in person.
Shadow: you're not a ghost are you?
Light: nope....
Shadow: oh great, first me, now you.... how in the world can you be still alive.
Light: you got me.... I was much as confuse as those two out there and I thought they knew about it.
Shadow: huh....
Shadow notices something about Light.
Shadow: hey, what happen to that wound on the side of your stomach.

Light look on his right side and it was gone.
Light: huh.... that's funny, it's gone.... like it just recovers on its own.
Shadow: wait.... give me the Super Emerald.
Light: ok.... beside, this belongs to you anyway.
Light gave him the Super Emerald back to Shadow, he trying to see something, but then it glowed again.
Shadow: hmm....
Light: what is it?
Shadow: Light, did you felt the Emerald's power before you safe Sonic & Amy's life.
Light: actually, I think so.... when I woke up, I thought I felt something inside of me and I saw Super
Emerald was glowing bigger like one of the Chaos Emeralds was near by and found out it was Sonic's
emerald.... what could it mean.
Shadow was figured that himself.
Shadow: the Super Emerald musted revive you by giving it's power with Chaos Emerald.
Light: really....
Shadow: oh yeah, if it is.... then we might as well find out why your now living.
Light: how are we going to do that?
Shadow: by going over Chris to see if he can find anything between you and this emerald. Come on I got
to get you to his house.
But when Shadow was going to take Light to the home of Chris Thorndyke, he has some things to tell
him.
Shadow: .... Light.... there's something I need to tell you.
Light: yeah, what's that....
Shadow: well after when I saw your death, I thought I lost you for the second time and I don't know what
to think anymore.
Light: well in cast if you want to know, I saw Maria again.
Shadow: .... What.....
Light: Maria, I saw her spirit, she was an angel.
Shadow: she was....
Light: oh yes, and she was pound of you for what you done to make her happy.
Shadow: huh.... what was she like?
Light: same age, but much beautiful than I realized and she really missed you as much as I.
Shadow then has a tear coming from his right eye.
Light: Shadow, are you crying?
Shadow: what, no I'm not crying, I just had something in my eye.... but now I know how Maria was like
now.... oh, I almost forgot.
He pulls out something that was in his shoe. It was Light's gold ring necklace, an item that keep Light
from losing out of energy.

Light: my necklace....
Shadow: yep, I kept it for the past 3 week when you weren't around.
Light has a flesh back and remembered when him, Shadow & Sonic fought the monster that cost his
own death. Light couldn't forget that scene and he'll never will.
Shadow: now before I give this back to you, I want you to promise me....
Light: oh yeah..... What is it?
Shadow: I want you to take good care of your self this time; I don't want you to get your self killed
again....
Light: ok, Shadow....
Shadow: I mean it Light, I already lost 2 of the ones I care and I don't want to make you my third, in this
world we have one mad scientist around here that will tried to trick you or try to hurt you. that robot you
face may look easy for you, but this mad man will find away to beat one of us if he gets the chance and
probably will mastered your Transform Control for all we know.... so please promise me that you will take
good care of your self and try not to ran anymore trouble, do you understand me?!
Light hate to see Shadow mad again, so he'll try to stay out of danger for now on.
Light: alright, I'll stay out of trouble, but I'm not doing this because you told me too, I doing this because
we're brothers and we look out for a gether and for our new friends....
Shadow: that's more like it.
Shadow then give the necklace back to Light, he put it on and he smiled.
Light: hmm, it's been awhile since I haven't warn it.
Shadow & Light huge a gether for a moment.
Shadow: it's great to have you back, Light....
Light: ..... And it's nice to see you again, Shadow....
Sonic, Amy & Tails were watching them in the window; they see they were getting along as well.
Amy: awww, isn't that sweet, two brother getting along....
Tails: yeah, I guess Light wasn't so bad after all.
Sonic: yeah, maybe....
Sonic has something in his mind.
Tails: what do you mean, Sonic?
Sonic: well look at him, how's a white hedgehog be bought back to life with that black emerald.
Amy: well Shadow said they're going to Chris' house, why don't you go with them?
Sonic: what....
Amy: well come on, we don't know how he came back to life when we saw him.... and beside, you might
as well visit Chris and tell him what we're been doing....

Tails: she got you there, Sonic.... you had to tell Chris of what's going on.
Sonic: alright.... I'll go with them.
Sonic then looks through that window and steers at Light, he was thinking that Light might be up to
something.
Sonic: ( well Light, you may already had everybody else fooled, but not me.... where ever you go, I'm
going to keep my eye on you, I'll be watching your move and I'll see what you're really up too my friend.)
END OF CHAPTER 4.

5 - The Secret Of The Super Emerald
Somewhere in Station Square, three of the hedgehogs are at Chris' house so they can find out how the
Super Emerald revived Light. Sonic found Chris in his lab with Chuck, he was going to tell him about
what he did today and what he's been up too lately.
Sonic: hey, Chris!
Chris: Sonic.... how's it going?
Sonic: nothing much, um.... say are you busy?
Chris: no, me & Grandpa are thinking something for my wedding, so what do you want, buddy.
Sonic: well I need to talk with you alone.
Chris: alright.
So they went outside to have a talk and Shadow was also with them.
Chris: oh hi, Shadow.... what bring you here?
Shadow: well that's why we need you out here.
Chris: really, what's up....
Sonic: do you remember yesterday when you told me to go to Light's grave?
Chris: yeah....
Shadow: well he called today and he told me what he's been doing and why....
Chris: oh, so you guys came here to tell me about this....
Sonic: not really, the whole reason why we're here is because there's someone you need to meet.
Chris: .... and who could that be?
Shadow yells out somebody to come out.
Shadow: ok, you can come out now.... Chris, allow you to meet.... my brother, Light the Hedgehog.
Light came out behind the tree and ran up to them.
Light: hi Chris, nice to see you again.
Chris: what..... Hey, how did you know my name?
Light: well from the last 3 weeks when you thought Sonic was me.... I was the one who told you if you
can help Tails to fix his work shop.
Chris: I see, excuse me for a second.....
Chris was whispering to Sonic.
Chris: Sonic, I thought you said he was dead.
Sonic: he was....
Chris: then why is Light him self doing here.... there is no way a dead guy just walks around alive.
Sonic: oh like Shadow wasn't when we saw him again.... look the second reason why we're here
because somehow Light got revived with this.

Sonic holds the Super Emerald in his hand.
Chris: what in the world is that?
Sonic: this is the Super Emerald, the one I don't want to tell you about.... but somehow this emerald
revived Light and we need to know how this possible....
Chris: hmm, I don't how can I find out the secret, but maybe Grandpa can....
Shadow: then let's ask him.
So now they got Chuck if he can find out the secret of the Super Emerald, he put in a machine where he
can scan it and see something inside of it on his computer. Chuck see it's power inside of it and he might
know how it revive Light.
Chuck: hmm, well whatever this emerald did to Light musted gave alot of energy.
Sonic: like how....
Chuck: the Super Emerald that Shadow said this emerald was created by Prof. Gerald Robotnik right, so
he musted need this emerald's power by mixed with those last Chaos Emerald to make it into one
powerful.
Shadow: so what does that mean....
Chuck: it mean it has enough to bring any dead person to life by giving it full power and regenerate the
body to make them look like their self again.
Shadow: are you saying that my brother has a second chance of living.
Chuck: you got it!
Shadow grabs the Super Emerald and walks out from the lab to find Light.
Sonic: hey, where you going?
Shadow: I'm going to tell Light the good news.
Sonic: where is he?
Shadow: he's outside, I told him to wait until we found anything.... I'll see you guys later.
Sonic: but what are you going to do that Super Emerald.....
Shadow: keep it, after all this emerald was mine and I need to keep it save.
So Shadow leaves them and takes Light with him as Sonic was still with Chris & Chuck.
Chris: Sonic, you think he'll be ok to let him have it?
Sonic: well it his emerald, not ours....
Chris: well at least those nightmares are gone now that Light is back, right?
Sonic: not really....
Chris: why is that....
Sonic tells Chris his new nightmare.
Sonic: well you said go to Light's grave ask him forgiveness.... I did and I still having those
nightmares again only this one is different.
Chris: really, what's it about....
Sonic: about I was in my world and there was a dark creature destroying our homes.

Chris: what did look like?
Sonic: I don't know, I couldn't see it.... then I saw Amy scared and.... she said something like I was going
to hurt her and I attacked her.... what does that mean Chris?
Chris: I have no idea, Sonic.... just don't worry about it. What ever this dark creature you're talking about
is just part of your dream that all....
Sonic: yeah, but I'm still having them....
Chris: but those dreams won't hurt you.
Sonic: yeah, that's true.... well I got a get going....
Chris: wait....
Chris has something to tell Sonic.
Chris: listen since the wedding is 5 days, do you want to be the best man?
Sonic: what.... you want me to be your best man.
Chris: well sure, you been my friend for years and I will like you to be.
Sonic: hmm, well I am invited to your wedding, but I'll be glad to be your best man.... so where this
wedding at....
Chris: it at the Emerald Coast Resort right where near the beach is at.
Sonic: .... well as long as I don't go near any ocean then I'm ok with that....
Chris: hmm, deal.... just don't be late...
Sonic: alright, I'll see at the wedding....
So now Sonic ran again, away from Chris' house. Then Sonic went back to his home world and when he
got back for an hours, he was laying on a tree, trying to get some sleep. Sonic gets that worst dream
again and he woke up as quickly as he can.
Sonic: ahhh!
Then he fell off the tree, landed on his back again in pain.
Sonic: ow! Not again.... ow, that hurt.
While Sonic tries to get up, he someone with a green bag flying and land right where Sonic at.
Bokkun: hahaha, boy! You must have a real fall on you back did ya, hahaha!
Sonic: not you again, what is it now.
Bokkun: Dr. Eggman has a little message for ya.
Bokkun pull out the little yellow TV, showed Eggman's face on the screen.
Dr. Eggman: hi Sonic, long time no see.... in cast if you wondering, I know you have the last Chaos
Emerald on you right now and I know you were at my old space ship.... now you either give me the
emerald the easy or do I have to take it the hard way!
The message was over and Bokkun is waiting for the big bang.

Bokkun: now I'm you sure will get a big bang out of this, hahaha!
Right before Sonic was going to stand back, he then felt something inside of him again, his eyes just
change and he looks angry.
Bokkun: huh....
Sonic: err!
Bokkun: Sonic, is something wrong?
Sonic grab the TV that was going to blow up and throw it in air then boom, the message was destroyed
as Bokkun is now afread as Sonic's going to do something to him.
Bokkun: wha! Uh, haha, I guess I should go and get out of your way.
Bokkun tries to fly away, but then Sonic grab his leg.
Bokkun: wha....
Then he pound Bokkun which it flew him sky high.
Bokkun: WHOA!!!!
Bokkun was gone and Sonic's eyes just change back to normal again.
Sonic: huh, hey.... where Bokkun, usually he always blow me up with those messages.... oh well, I
guess he just flies away with out a bomb this time. Well I got to get going, I can go for a Chilidog at
Mobius.
Sonic went off to go somewhere again, what was going with Sonic, why did he felt that same feeling
again and got rid of Bokkun. Find out later on the next chapter.
END OF CHAPTER 5

6 - Tricking Eggman
In somewhere at 7:30 p.m. at Mobius, Sonic was eating at restaurant where he can eat chilidogs and
other fast food. He's been in there for 30 minute until Amy finds him setting as she going right where
he's at.
Amy: hi Sonic....
Sonic: Amy, what are you doing here?
Amy: I saw you at window, so did Chris find anything on Light.
Sonic: well we found out the Super Emerald did something to him alright....
Amy: what did it do?
Sonic: it gave enough power to revive him and it regenerates his body.
Amy: really, so where is Light now?
Sonic: he went with Shadow.
Amy: huh, but Sonic.... he wasn't with Shadow, the only one who's with him is Chris.
Sonic: What! He's not, well then where is Shadow & Chris?
Amy: last time I saw them, they were heading tours Tails' work shop.
Sonic: .... I got to get over there....
Amy: Sonic.... wait!
Sonic alright toke off running.
Amy: oh, what is with him today, he's been acting weird for the past 3 weeks.... I wonder what's wrong
with him.
MAINWHILE.
Sonic was at Tails' workshop; see if Shadow or Chris are really there.
Sonic: this I got a see.
Sonic went inside of Tails' work shop and found Tails working on something for the X-Tornado.
Sonic: Tails....
Tails: hi Sonic....
Sonic: what are you doing?
Tails: I'm creating a new weapon for the X-Tornado.
Sonic: really, what is it....
Tails: it's like Sonic Power Cannon from the Blue Typhoon, only it's for the X-Tornado.
Sonic: hmm, I see.... so when are you going to fin.... wait a minute what am I talking about, Amy told me
Shadow & Chris were here, have you seen them by any chance?
Tails: yeah, they were getting the tools I need for this invention.
Sonic: well where are they....
Tails: they're over there.

He see Shadow & Chris are at the box, Sonic was very confuse because he see Chris as his aduit self
and he wasn't suppose to turn into aduit in the world their in.
Sonic: (you got to be kidding me.)
Sonic go other to they're at.
Sonic: Shadow, what are you doing?
Shadow: I'm helping Tails, what does look like....
Sonic: look like you're hiding something.
Shadow: like what....
Sonic: well for one thing, Light was with you when you lift at Chris' house, is that right.... Light!
He steers at Chris in the face.
Chris: Light, I'm not Light....
Shadow: yeah, what makes you think that Chris is Light?
Sonic: A. because in this world, Chris turn into a kid here, B. you don't hang around with Chris that
much, and C. because that Light's necklace around his neck.
Shadow stop trying to hide Light anymore.
Shadow: whew, he got you Light. You might as well change back.
So Light turn himself back to normal and Sonic smiled.
Light: ok, you got me.
Sonic: it wasn't that hard.
Light: Sonic, Shadow was just trying to help me....
Sonic: by disguise yourself as someone else.... Shadow, these people here doesn't know him and you
trying to hide him.
Shadow: hey, I was trying to protect him after for what happen last time you brought Light here in this
work shop.
Sonic: whoa, wait! First off all I did is bring him here and Light tries to blow this work shop with me &
Tails in it.
Shadow: only because he been taking orders from somebody in his head.
Sonic just had it, which he decided to leave a little bit early.
Sonic: you know what, I had enough of this. I'm out of here.
Light: wait, where are you going?
Sonic: anywhere that I can stay away from you!
As soon Sonic ran out, Light was wondering why he so mad.
Light: what's up with him?

Shadow: nothing, he still thinks you're trying to kill him again.
Light: really.... why is that?
Shadow: I have no idea, he keeps having these nightmares about you and some kind of dark creature.
Light: ..... Hmm.... that's what he thinks, you mean he had dream about me trying to kill him or turn him
into a monster.
Shadow: if that's what it seems to be.
Light had never thought that Sonic thinks that he was trying to kill him, but whatever those nightmares
mean, it might actually happen.
LATER.
Sonic was somewhere in town of Mobius, hoped that no one wasn't following him.
Sonic: hmm, they're not following; man why did Shadow try to hide Light if somebody heard or sees him.
I mean I got a bad feeling with him around, he might.... hey, where everybody go?
He found out everybody were gone like their trying to hide, but then he see a huge shadow covering
over him.
Sonic: what in the...
Dr. Eggman: HAHAHAHA!
He looked up and sees Eggman with his huge robot, I wonder if this the Egg head was talking about.
Sonic: Eggman!
Dr. Eggman: HAHAHA, I been looking all over for ya....
Sonic: what do you want with me....
Dr. Eggman: you know what I want, you got the last Chaos Emerald with you and I need it for my
invention.
Sonic: No Way!
Dr. Eggman: I knew you'll say that.... E-148, show him the girl!
E-148 holds up someone on his right hand, it was Amy who was in trouble.
Amy: Sonic!
Sonic: Amy, let her go!
Dr. Eggman: not until you hand over Chaos Emerald! Oh and by the way, the next time you leave from a
restaurant, make sure that she not alone.
Sonic has no other choice but to give him what he wants.
Sonic: fine, I'll give you the emerald.
Dr. Eggman: that's more like it.... now you know that I always be prepared....
Then Suddenly, Someone came out of no where cut off E-148 hand, where it holds Amy.

Dr. Eggman: What!
Eggman was disrupted as Sonic has a chance now.
Sonic: Alright!
Sonic does spin dash and blown the robot apart.
Dr. Eggman: oh no, what have you done!
Sonic: me, you were disrupted.
Dr. Eggman: enough give me the Chaos Emerald now!
Voice: well he would, but there's one problem....
Dr. Eggman finds the guys who save Amy which it turn out another Sonic.
Sonic: which one is the real Sonic who has it?
Dr. Eggman: wha.... two Sonic!
The real Sonic saw his other self which mean Light use his Transform Control to fool Eggman, so Sonic
has an idea.
Sonic: uh yeah, so which one has the Chaos Emerald.
Dr. Eggman: will that's easy, all I have to do is to check the radar and.... wha!!
He sees that there were 2 Chaos Emeralds on the other 2 Sonic.
Dr. Eggman: 2 CHAOS EMERALDS!
Light: (in Sonic form.) that right, it means one of us has the real Chaos Emerald and you have to pick
which one is the real Sonic that carry it.
Sonic: and you got 10 second.... starting now.
Dr. Eggman was very confused of which one is the real Sonic.
Dr. Eggman: oh dang.... which one?
Sonic & Light: 10, 9, 8, 7....
He was trying to think, but egg head really has no idea which one.
Sonic & Light: 4, 3, 2....
Sonic: come on Eggman, your time is almust up....
Light: don't make us say the last number!
Dr. Eggman: err.... I can't choose!
So they're going to say it.
Sonic: very well....
Sonic & Light: 1!!

As his time was up, Shadow was right behind him as Eggman turns around and see him with Amy's
hammer in his hands.
Shadow: you shouldn't leave Amy's hammer up here.
Dr. Eggman: .... oh dang....
Shadow hits him in the head very hard and Eggman was knock down unconchly, then Shadow landed
Eggman's Egg Mobile and Light change back to his normal self.
Shadow: that worked perfectly.
Light: you say it, bro.
Sonic: hold on, you two been following me all day and ya'll plan this on Eggman.
Light: well it worked did it....
Shadow: yeah, Eggman is down.... what more do you want?
Sonic: well for one thing, where's the other emerald that Eggman was yelling about.
Light: we don't have the other Chaos Emerald, I use the Super Emerald to use my Transform Control.
Sonic: well then where's Amy?
Light: I hide up there on the roof.
Sonic looks up and see her on the building.
Sonic: Amy, are you alright?!
Amy: I'm fine, how do I get down from here.
Sonic: just jump, I'll catch you....
Amy: you will?
Sonic: yes, I'll be right beside you.
Amy: ok, 1...2...3!
Amy jump off and Sonic catch her.
Sonic: see, what I told ya.
Suddenly, their come the police and some people from news, they took the picture of Sonic & the 3 of
his friends.
Light: hey, what's going on?
Shadow: they must came here for what we done to Eggman....
Sonic: oh great.
One of News Reporter was asking them about how they trick Eggman.
News Reporter: Sonic, this must be second time of capture Eggman, how do you feel.
Sonic: uh, I don't know.... I never would've done this without the helps of my 2 friends.... Shadow and his
half brother Light, they help me to stop Eggman's plan.
Shadow & Light smiled and Sonic was very surprise of them after when they help him, he came over to

Light so he can thank him for saving Amy life and for tricking Eggman.
Sonic: alright, I guess you're not a bad guy after all, Light.
Light: hey, what are friends for....
Sonic: yeah, so I'm sorry for all the things I said to you and thought you were trying to kill me.
Light: well if wasn't the Super Emerald gave me life, I would never see you guys again even my brother.
Shadow: hmm....
Sonic: so now we're cool?
Light: .... yeah, we're cool....
Then they shack a gather hand for their friendship, but when the cops take Eggman away and put him in
their car so they can sand him to Mobius Prison. Eggman looks at the window and steers at Light for
some reason.
Dr. Eggman: hmm, well Sonic.... I see you do have some tricks of your own with that little white
hedgehog on your side, but there's something you did not know....
Eggman was holding something in his hands, it was a disk.
Dr. Eggman: you may trick me, but I got two of your friend's data on this disk, good thing I got it out of
my Egg Mobile on time.... I'll show them when I get out from jail for my real plan for them, hahahaha!
As the police drive away to gets Eggman to prison, Sonic still has a problem. After for what Light has
done for him, he doesn't know if he can trust Light or not. So what was Eggman real plan and what will
he do when he get his hands on the last Chaos Emerald. Find out later on the next chapter.
END OF CHAPTER 6

7 - Spying On Light
As soon it was midnight at Mobius, Sonic was laying on top of a building, thinking from all those things
about the nightmares, the Super Emerald revivted Light and the reason why Sonic look like he hurt
somebody from the Chris' party.
Sonic: whew, I don't get it.... I should be happy now that Eggman in prison and nothing could go wrong
at Chris & Helen wedding that coming up in few more days, but I'm not.... ever since Light came around,
now I have to be sure he's not up to anything, especially when he blast me with Chaos Emerald and the
Super Emerald.... well it couldn't get any wrost.
Suddenly Sonic then felt it again.
Sonic: huh, Ahhhh! Oh no.... arr, err!
He stand up in a diffirent way and looks down at those people, then move his hands to point right at
them. Sonic somehow glow out a dark energy ball like he was about to blast them and he wasn't in his
super form yet.
Sonic: err!
He was trying control himself, but Sonic couldn't hold on much longer, so he trys to aimed at the sky
where he won't hurt somebody down there. He release it in the air and bang, the energy ball was gone.
Sonic was starting to shack after for what he almust done to those people.
Sonic: whew, whew.... oh dang, I almost killed somebody....
Sonic was actually afread for the first time, he almost hurt somebody by trying to blast them that he can't
not do.
Sonic: .... what is going on with me.... I can't stop doing these bad things.... first I punch Shadow when I
was weird, then I think I did something to Bukkun and now I almost killed some people from Mobius!
He couldn't figure out of why he's doing these things, well now that not only he has to find out about
Light, he has to find out what's wrong with him also.
Sonic: okay, just relax Sonic.... you're going to be alright in morning. I'm sure.... I hope.
THE NEXT DAY.
It was morning and Sonic was walking around in town, he seem to be relax now that he has any
problems yet.
Sonic: boy it sure is nice day, but now I got to go to Eggman's base and get those 6 Chaos Emeralds

before he went to Mobius prison.
Right when he was going to, Sonic saw something on the news in the TV store.
Sonic: wait a second.
He sees the same News Reporter from yesterday.
News Reporter:( on TV) in other news, a mad man known as Dr. Eggman has now finally been capture
and sent to prison from the hope of three fast hedgehogs Sonic, Shadow & Light.... Eggman could have
taking over our town with a 25 feet robot, but lucky for all of us, Sonic and two of his friends has stop
Eggman's plan and now was going to be lock up forever in prison for the rest of his life.
As soon Sonic heard it all that on news, he wasn't quit happy for what happen yesterday.
Sonic: yeah, but sooner or later Eggman will figure away to escape from jail like he did last time.... you
know what, maybe I should go to Amy's place will fast, then I'll go get those other 6 Chaos Emeralds.
So now instead of him going to Eggman base to get those 6 Chaos Emeralds, Sonic goes tours Amy's
House, I guess he was just want to check up on her if Amy was fine before that robot capture her.
LATER.
Sonic was at Amy's house and walks up to her door, he tries to knock on her door so she can come out
and see him. Amy open the door and she find out it was him who knocked.
Amy: Sonic!
Sonic: hi Amy, nice to see you again.
Amy: I saw you on TV with Shadow & Light, ya'll were great.
Sonic: yeah, I guess so.
Amy: so why you're here.
Sonic: well I'm just making sure if you're fine for what happen to you yesterday.
Amy: don't worry about me, I'm fine.
Sonic: good, so what are up to?
Amy: well now that Eggman in jail, I'm going to town with a friend tonight.
Sonic knows that some time she goes with friends, but she really wanted him to be with her. So Sonic
ask who was this friend she talked about.
Sonic: you're going out with someone tonight....
Amy: yeah.
Sonic: well who is it?
Amy: it's Light.
Sonic: WHA!
He freaked out because of what he heard from her.

Sonic: you're going with Light.... but you asked me out.... why him!
Amy: now hold on, first off I'm not going out with him as date, we're just friends that all.... I was just
taking Light some places and I was going to show him of what is like to be here in this world.
Sonic: well how come Shadow wasn't going?
Amy: he had other plans, but you more welcome to come with us if you want.
Sonic: .... no, I rather wait until tomorrow.
Amy: oh yeah, our date is tomorrow....
Sonic: yeah, so when is Light going to get here?
Amy: at 8:00....
Sonic: ok, maybe at least I'll come by and see how ya'll doing.... I'll see you later.... bye!
Sonic ran off to somewhere he can be alone, but when he find a place to be by himself, he was top of
tree thinking of what might to Amy & Light.
Sonic: whew, why am I still thinking about them, ever since Light came around I'm been acting like a
fool. I just can't stand him after for all those things he did me, I need to be sure if he not really up to
something, but how?
He tries to think of how he going to know if he can let Light see him until he thought of one, Sonic jump
off the tree and went to somewhere else.
LATER.
Sonic was at Angel Island trying see if one of them can keep in eye on just Light and when he got the
Master Emerald Shrine, they werent there.
Sonic: hmm, where did they go.... it's not like Knuckles just leave this area with no one to watch the
Master Emerald.
Sonic has no idea where Knuckles or Rouge went too, but then he felt a tap on his shoulder.
Sonic: Ahh!
He turns around quickly and founds out it was Rouge behind him.
Sonic: oh it's you, Rouge....
Rouge: nice to see you again, Sonic.
Sonic: where's Knuckles.... is he around here?
Rouge: nope, he went off to do something for Tails.
Sonic: well, where did you go?
Rouge: I went to visit with an old friend of mine, you remember Topaz.
Sonic: yeah I remember her.... wait, what am I doing.... Rouge, the reason why I came up here is
because....
Rouge: wait, don't tell me, Light is now alive and you want either me or Knuckles to watch him if he's not
doing anything stupid.
Sonic: uh, yes.... how'd you know that?

Rouge holds up a newspaper and shows him.
Rouge: you're on the front page with Shadow & our walking life friend.
He took a look at the newspaper; it said about three hero hedgehogs save Mobius from a mad scientist.
Sonic: oh great, not only they got us on TV, they also put us on a newspaper.... did Knuckles knew
about this?
Rouge: oh yes, we were shock when we saw this.
Sonic: not as shocking as I was.... so anyway, Light is going with Amy tonight and I was wondering if you
can spy on Light
Rouge: .... sorry Sonic, I give up spying days.
Sonic: but Rouge, you're the only person that knows about spying than anybody and I just need you're
help.
She never ever had seen Sonic being this quit panic as he was before.
Rouge: well I can't, I mean it's you're not jealous of Light are you.
Sonic: what, no I'm not jealous of him!
Rouge: .... really....
Sonic: yes really.... I'm just not taking any chance of Light running around especially that time I been
from a explosion because of him, you ever been from a explosion, it burn.... it burns a lot!
Rouge: and that why you want me to spy on Light if he's trying stupid because all those bad time and he
might try to do it again.
Sonic: yes, so what do you say.... can you help me?
Rouge: um....
Sonic: please, Rouge.... I asking you as friend and if you me to reword you something just me and I'll
see if I can get it.
Rouge see him very upsetting and she was thinking about Sonic's idea and she had a bad feeling when
she Light on the newspaper and she was afread that someday he'll doing to her & Knuckles.
Rouge: ok, I'll do it....
Sonic: .... you will?
Rouge: yes, and you don't have to reword me anything, this one is free....
Sonic: cool! Why is it?
Rouge: because I don't trust Light and neither does Knuckles.... and we thought he might up to
something.
Sonic: yeah, I know how that feels.
Rouge: so what time do you want me to spy on him?
Sonic: they'll leave at 8:00 p.m., try not to be late, I'll be at Amy's house where you can meet them.
Rouge: okay.
Sonic: great, I'll see you later!
Then he ran off the island and went back to Mobius where he be at set and wait for tonight.
LATER AT 7:56 P.M.

Sonic was laying on top of the tree, waiting for Amy & Light from the house. On short notice, Rouge was
hanging upside down with Sonic, she even wearing the same spy outfit and who knows how long since
she worn it.
Rouge: sorry if I'm late, did they leave.
Sonic: no, you're just in time.... now remember, make sure he's not up to anything, if he trys any
tricks..... Stop him..... Oh, and try not to get caught, okay.
Rouge: hey, what a girl going to do to do this thing, but can you explain to me why we're doing this?
Sonic: well there was something wrong with....
Suddenly, Amy & Light came out of the house and Sonic see them down there.
Sonic: never mind, quick hide!
She hides somewhere as they were coming in Sonic's way.
Amy: hey, Sonic....
Sonic don't know what to do next.
Sonic: uh, hi Amy.... how are things.
Amy: nothing much.
Light: what are you doing up there?
He had no idea what to do until he see a green apple, it appears to be an apple tree Sonic was on.
Sonic: uh nothing, I was just.... having some of these applies here.
Light: an apple?
Sonic: yeah, I just got hungry and I think these should hit the spot, you want one?
Light: no thanks, I already ate before I got here.
Amy: so Sonic, are you sure you don't want to come with us, we really don't mind.
Sonic: no, I'm sure.... I'll be fine.
Light: .... if you say so....
Amy: we'll see later then.... bye.
They started to leave at that very moment, as Sonic watch them walk away from him.
Sonic: phew, that was close.... okay, Rouge! They're gone now!
Rouge got back from hiding and she was eating an apple while hanging upside down again.
Sonic: wha.... what are you doing?
Rouge: boy, you're not kidding, these apples do the spot.
Sonic: give me that! They're heading tours town, go do your job....
Rouge: alright, alright....shee, you don't have to yell.

So Rouge flies off to go find Amy & Light. While she trying to find them, Sonic feels like something bad
going to happen to her and Amy too.
Sonic: I'm sorry I have to do this to you Light, but I have to be sure you're not faking the way you are
now or there's you wanted. Will see what you really are my friend.
END OF CHAPTER 7

8 - Light Knows
At the town of Mobius, Amy & Light were at the park walking as soon as Rouge followed their trail. Amy
was showing Light the places of all thing of what was like to be in the park and Rouge was hiding in a
bush where she can watch their every move.
Rouge: whew, so fare nothings happening yet.... they're just talking.... I wondering what their saying.
She took a good look at them and Light turned around like he saw someone.
Rouge: what's he doing?
Light walks tours bush because Rouge's thinks he heard a voice behind the bush.
Rouge: uh oh, he spotted me....
She quietly stand steel as Light put his hand in the bush, Rouge thought she was going to get caught,
but he just pick something that was on the bush. Light just picked up a rose flower that he holding in his
hands and walks up to Amy.
Light: a rose for a pretty lady....
Amy giggled and Light put it on her hairbend, then they walk away to another place they can go. Rouge
almost got caught, but she was lucky she was hiding in a bush full of roses.
Rouge: phew, that was close.... okay, now to go after them.
So she stops hiding and started going to find them.
30 MINUTES LATER.
She was flying to find where they're at until she found them, Amy & Light are at a movie theater, it
seems they are going to see a movie and Rouge flew down there to see what's up. they watch a
romantic movie, something Amy would like if Sonic was with her, Rouge was behind them from way
back of the seats to watch them and she took off her spy mask so nobody would've think she was off
spying. After the movie was over, they went to go get something to eat at a restaurant which Rouge
found them and hide somewhere in the alley to listen what they're saying, but Amy & Light were just
talking.
Amy: phew, this night was great.... I was afraid that I'll be alone tonight, but thanks for coming with me
Light.
Light: hey, what can I say.... I may have a brother, but doesn't mean that I won't hang out with better
friends.
Amy: so what should we do....

Light: well maybe we should get to know a gather abet.... I mean you don't know me as much as I don't
know you.
Amy: ok, let's start with you.
Light: alright, tell me....
Amy thought of one.
Amy: are you really the second life form of Gerald's creation?
Light: well, yes I am.... I didn't know who was the first project until I found out it was Shadow.... I don't
know how they made me, but I usually hang out with my brother because he was the only person I can
trust and I was part of him.... so is anything else you want to know.
Amy: I have one....
Light: alright, shoot.
Amy hates to say it, but she did.
Amy: before we thought you were dead.... in Station Square at the apartment that you thought it was my
home, why did you kiss me when you transform as Sonic last time?
Rouge heard it from her and Light was going to answer her question.
Light: oh, you still remember that.... um, well I don't know how to explain it to you, but I was really trying
to find the Super Emerald so I can get this Spirit guy out my head and I thought you & Sonic love a
gather very much.
Amy: oh, I see.... I thought that you actually like me.
Light: oh no, no.... I like you, it just Black Doom as Spirit was trying to make me doing these bad things
and I don't want too.
Amy: so you do like me as friend?
Light: yes, I mean look at you.... you're the must pretties and the only pink hedgehog girl I have ever
seen and I don't know if Sonic can see it in his eyes, but he might as well.
Amy was feeling happy of Light's words.
Amy: well I don't know if I'm pretty, but Sonic could've at least given me a chance of how much I care for
him.
Light: he should be.... so how come I never see you with him must of the time.
Amy: I been trying too, but he keep on running off to places.... Sonic is not that easy to ask, especially
when Eggman keep sending his robots to attack him.
Light: I see, so tell me.... when did you first met him?
Amy: well.... it started when I was young and different and back then I never heard of Sonic at first, I was
being kidnapped by Metal Sonic and.... I don't know how can I get away from him, but then I saw Sonic
save my life from that ugly looking robot.
Light really like where this is going.
Light: so what happen next....
Amy: well after he save me, I full in love.... I kept on following him where ever he goes, even he does

make me mad.... but then for few years I try everything I could to get him understand me, but he keep
running off.
Light never thought that her hero she cares so much just doesn't understand, so he did one way to do it.
Light: well maybe he's just afraid to tell you he does have feelings for you, Sonic probably wasn't ready
yet.
Amy: if that's true.
Light: but he might be.... and you did say you going on a date with him, right?
Amy: yeah, it is tomorrow.... but I know something bad will happen....
Light: well make sure of it.... if I have a girl like you, I would take to any places and show her how much I
care for her.... just need to find the right one.
Amy: yeah, you're probably right.... so do you want ice cream before we go.
Light: na, go ahead, I'll be fine.
Amy: alright, I'll be right back.
So she went inside to get herself an ice cream and Light sets quietly to wait for her.
Light: whew, well Light.... she is a cute wonderful girl, but she is Sonic's girl.... don't worry buddy.... you'll
find the rig....
Right when he was talking to himself while was going to drink his soda, he see a reflection from his glass
and it looked like someone that has black boots and a wing hanging out from the alley which means
Rouge has been caught.
Light: what in the world....
Amy came back and sets down with Light.
Amy: I'm back, you sure you don't want ice cream....
Light: um, you know what.... maybe I should gets some ice cream.
Amy: oh.... well you better hurry up, there might be a line in there.
Light: right.
Now Light went in because he notices something. Rouge couldn't see him; she was wondering how long
was he going to be in there.
Rouge: hmm, he musted wanted something from that restaurant.... I guess I have to wait until get back.
It been 5 minute and he still didn't come out.
Rouge: man, he sure is taking so long, what the heck is Light doing in there....
She was thinking what's he doing in there, but then she heard someone voice coming right behind her.
Knuckles: Rouge....

Rouge turns around and sees it was Knuckles.
Rouge: Knuckles? What are you doing here....
Knuckles: you weren't at Angel Island that I thought in some kind of trouble.... what are you doing and
why's Amy setting there by her self and.... what with the black outfit?
Rouge: um, well.... you see....
Knuckles: Rouge, you're not spying again are you?
Rouge has nothing to do, but she has to tell him.
Rouge: okay, yes I am....
Knuckles: you are....
Rouge: yeah, and the whole reason why Amy's by herself is because she went with Light and she's
waiting for him to come out of that store.
Knuckles: no kidding and why you're doing this?
Rouge: well because Sonic came over to Angel Island and he said something he wants me to spy on
Light because he thinks that something might happen to Amy.
Knuckles: .... and that why?
Rouge: yes, I followed them to at the park, the movie theater and now here where they were talking
about their life.... which now it being a while and I got nothing to do next.
Knuckles have an idea for her.
Knuckles: I got one.... why don't we just wait until those two leave.
Rouge: I don't get what talking about?
Knuckles: well.... you said you want to know me, especially when you trying to get me jealous must of
the time.
She felt his hands on her aims and she probably knows what he's doing.
Rouge: well kind of think of it, I was trying to get jealous when we were in space.
Knuckles: oh yeah, so why don't we move this spot so Amy don't see us like this.
Rouge: good idea....
So they move away so Amy sees them, Rouge hold him really tight and she was gong to kiss him.
Knuckles: um, what are you doing?
Rouge: what does it look like I'm doing.
He see what she doing and he know where this is going.
Knuckles: oh, yeah about that, I'm sorry I can't.
Rouge: .... what's wrong, don't you like me....
Knuckles: I do.... it just....
Knuckles put his hand on her cheek and nuzzled her, but he was going to tell her.

Knuckles: .... I got one reason.....
Then Suddenly, Knuckles face starting to change and he took Rouge's spy mask off. it wasn't Knuckles
at all, it was Light in Knuckles form the whole time.
Light: I already know!
Rouge freaked out as she sees Light's face in a Knuckles' body form.
Rouge: ahh! You.... you knew!
Light: you're dang I knew and I know Sonic got you into this and also know you're a spy.
Rouge: but how?
Light: the real Knuckles told me you were spy before and the story about you.... I can't believe you
followed me & Amy only because of Sonic asks you too.
Rouge: so what are you going to do with me?
Light: whew, nothing.... I'm just going to let you go and go find Sonic of what he done tonight.
Rouge was abet confuse.
Rouge: wait, you're not going to tell Knuckles about this....
Light: course not.... you're Shadow's friends and you didn't mean this to happen.... but try to get out of
here before Amy knows about this....
Rouge smiled as Light just let her go.
Rouge: thanks Light, I guess you're not such a bad guy after all.... by the way, how did you change your
face while you still as that Knuckles form?
Light: Na, I do that all the time as long I have Super Emerald with me.
Rouge: you have the Super Emerald?
Light: yeah, Shadow let me hold it on for him....
Rouge: oh, well I better leave now and I'm sorry for I done.
Light: no problem....
So Rouge flies away and leave Light alone, Light change back to his normal form and he was really mad
of Sonic has done to get someone to watch him.
Light: (grrr, I can't believe Sonic did this, after for helping him yesterday and thanks I get.... I 'm going to
have word with him when me & Amy get back starting right now!)
LATER.
Sonic was sleeping for at least 9:55 and he was all fully relax until he heard someone yelling at him.
Light: HEY, SONIC.... WAKE UP!
Sonic quickly woke up after for that huge sound.

Sonic: ah, man.... why did you yell at me for?
Amy: sorry we woke you....
Sonic: no, that's alright.... at least I didn't fall off the tree this time.
Amy: hmm, alright I'll see you in the morning....
Amy walks to house so she can rest for tonight.
Sonic: hmm, so Light.... how was the night with Amy?
Light: oh, it was fine.... but I would like to have a word with you.
He jumps off the tree to hear what Light has to say.
Sonic: ok, tell me....
Light: me & Amy were having a good time by our self, however, there's one thing that I did not know....
Sonic: what do you mean....
Light holds up the mask that belongs to Rouge.
Light: does this look for familiar....
Sonic see it and it seem be to Rouge's spy mask alright and Light was very angry.
Sonic: oh.... ah ha, you knew about this.
Light: yeah, and she told me that you were in it as well.... why did hired someone to spy on me?
Sonic: uh, look I can explain.
Light: what.... about me in your dreams, Shadow told me you had nightmares about me and now you're
thinking I might hurt somebody after for saving your life.
Sonic: no, it not like that....
Light: don't play games with me; I need to know why, Sonic!
Sonic had no other choices, but to tell him the truth.
Sonic: whew, alright.... you got me, but leave Rouge out of this.... it's my fault, I'm the one who told her
to spy on you....
Light: why?
Sonic: I thought you'll try to hurt more people like last time and after you werent around, you being in my
dreams for the past 3 weeks and now you came back.... I was afraid you might try to kill me or turn me
into a monster.
Light: .... kill you or turn you into a monster....
Light cross his arm.
Light: .... I guess Shadow was right, maybe you are going crazy.... after I save your life and help you
trick Eggman to get him to jail and this is the thanks I get for being alive.... well then buddy I hate say
this, but you leave me no choice.... I going to have to tell Amy the truth that you have done.
Sonic: what, no....

Light walk over to get her and Sonic trying to stop him, he even grab a hold of Light as tight as he can.
Sonic: no Light, don't tell her.... I really didn't mean it, please don't!
Light: let go of me, Sonic....
Sonic: no, I won't let you, I don't want her to hears this, I really don't.... uh, ahhhh!
His eyes start changing again.

Light: let go Sonic, I'm not..... Huh?
Light see him acting funny again and he saw Sonic's eye, they were comply different.
Light: hey, how did you do that.... Sonic, are you answering me?
Sonic didn't say anything, he hold Light's arm real tight and slams him against the tree, Light was being
beat up and Sonic grabs his neck to hold him up in the air.
Light: (in pain).... Sonic.... what's wrong with you....
Then he pounded Light which it flew him against the ground, he was out cold after Sonic now hurt
another one as eye his were back to normal.
Sonic: whew, what happen....
He looked down and saw Light laying on the ground.
Sonic: oh no, Light!
He tries to move him, Light was still out cold.
Sonic: Light, talk to me.... whew, what's going with me, I can't stop my self.... I.... I got to get out of
here....
So now runs off in a freaky way because of what he have done, Amy heard a noise that went out to see
what's going.
Amy: what's going on out.... Light....
She ran over to Light to if he's okay, but he was all knock down.
Amy: Light.... what happen to you, speak to me?
She also notices Sonic wasn't with him as well, Amy was wondering if Sonic has something to do with it.
She was confused and she doesn't know why Sonic ran off.
Amy: ..... Sonic.... what have you become....

Is Sonic's nightmare are becoming true or is trying tell him something else. Find out later.
END OF CHAPTER 8

9 - Darkness Inside Of Sonic
Somewhere in the deep forest, Sonic all alone trying to stay away from his friends for what he has done.
It was raining when he hide behind the water fall so no one can find him, then for an hour later, Sonic
was getting upset of the cost he done to everybody and he don't know why he's doing this.
Sonic: whew, whew, why is this keep happening to me, I'm losing my mind!
He kept on thinking about what he did at Amy's House which Sonic's has no problem with Light
anymore, but now he has to figure out what's wrong with him self.
Sonic: .... why am I doing these bad things and I can't control myself.... what am I going to do?
He was very sad and then there was tear coming from his eyes, Sonic was actually crying for the first
time and he was getting sadder by the minute.
Sonic: there's got to be a way to end this.
Sonic tries to find out what's wrong, but then something else happen. The blue Chaos Emeralds was
glowing and it look like the other Chaos Emeralds are close.
Sonic: huh, what the.... the Chaos Emeralds, they must be close.
So he got up and the find them, they were coming the water fall which it turns out it was cave. He kept
going fare and at the end, Sonic found Eggman's Base on the other side of that hill.
Sonic: a course, I forgot that Eggman has them, now I got to go get them....
He ran down to Eggman's Base to get those other 6 Chaos Emeralds, sooner he went in, Sonic holds
his Chaos Emerald so he can tell where going.
15 MINUTES LATER.
The Chaos Emerald was glowing even larger because Sonic is really close to the other emeralds, he
finally found them. They were in Eggman's lab behind the glass window.
Sonic: yes, I found them!
Sonic runs up tours the 6 Chaos Emeralds and stop right in front of the glass.
Sonic: now to take them and get out of here.
While he's about the break the glass window by just punching it, there was a force field around them and
it shocked his hand.

Sonic: ow! What the heck, it shocked.
Then suddenly, Sonic heard someone laughing at him.
Dr. Eggman: hahaha, a course it did!
Sonic see Eggman came the shadow.
Sonic: YOU!
Dr. Eggman: that's right.... the one and only, Eggman is back.
Sonic: how did you get out from Mobius Prison?
Dr. Eggman: NO PRISON CAN HOLD ME! Hmmph, excuse me.... as for how I got out, two of my robots
break me to freedom which it only took them a long time to come up plan to get me out.
Decoe & Bocoe: sorry doctor....
Dr. Eggman: and I would've sent you another message, but you really put a number on Bukkun big time.
Sonic: huh?
The doctor showed Sonic about what happen Bukkun and he seem felt a lot of pain, Bukkun's face was
pounded and his leg was broking.
Sonic: whow! What happen to you....
Bukkun: what happen to me.... you did this me you crazy blue rat!
Sonic had no idea what Bukkun meant, but he has no time to mess around, he needs to get the Chaos
Emeralds and run.
Sonic: well I'm sorry for what I did you, but don't have time to play, I taking the emeralds and be on my
way.
Dr. Eggman: sorry Sonic, but these emeralds stay and you got what I wanted.....
Sonic: I don't have time for this Eggman, you don't understand.... something is wrong with me and I
might try to hurt someone that gets close me!
Dr. Eggman: what?
Sonic: I'm you I might kill you if I keep on going nuts, you see I been nightmares about Light turn me into
monster and I already killed a lot more that I can handle.
Dr. Eggman: nightmares?
Sonic: yes nightmares, all because Light died at explosion in space and I been having dreams about him
and it change into a different dream about me destroying my own friends, so I don't care and I'm taking
these emeralds one way to or the oth.... uh, ahhhh!
Dr. Eggman: huh?
Sonic's eyes change again and he already started to attack on Eggman, he use his spin dash and head
tours Eggman, but lucky for the doc., he duck down when Sonic almost hit his head, then his eyes
change back again as he landed.
Dr. Eggman: Whow! hey, why did you do that for!
Sonic: see I told you.... and I can't control myself and I'm going to in up hurting more if I don't stop it.

Dr. Eggman: hmm, I see....
Now Eggman has something is his mind.
Dr. Eggman: excuse me Sonic, but....
He took something out of Sonic spikes.
Sonic: ow, what was that for?
Dr. Eggman: I need to check your DNA.
He srean it on his sreaner and on the screen of his computer was a dark virst inside of Sonic.
Dr. Eggman: hmm, very interesting.... and you said you're been having nightmares about Light turn you
into a monster.
Sonic: yes....
Dr. Eggman: and did you even know how you become like this?
Sonic: .... actually there was that one time I had fight with Light at space and....
Last time then in flesh back, Sonic had fight with Light all of Black Doom the one who told Light to use
the Super and the Chaos Emerald. Then Light blast him with the power of that emerald which on
this present time, he had thought about the blast and it musted did something to make Sonic gone nuts.
Sonic: Light musted effected me with the Super Emerald's power.
Dr. Eggman: right.... and you said Light turns into a dark creature, am I right.
Sonic: that's right.... what could it mean.
Eggman was laughing in his throat.
Sonic: what's so funny?
Dr. Eggman: now I know what's going on with you....
Sonic: what....
Dr. Eggman: the reason why you have those nightmares is not because of Light come back to kill you,
it's because you are starting change.... into your darkious form.
Sonic was very shock of what he heard.
Sonic: .... what.....
Dr. Eggman: that's right; the way your eyes were glowing like that.... that was part of your
transformation.
Sonic: .... my transformation.... so that's why I have those dreams, it's trying to tell me that I'm changing.
Dr. Eggman: just not yet, the only way you become fully compete is when you have the all Chaos
Emeralds and with the power of the Super Emerald.
Sonic: wait how did know about the Super Emerald?
Dr. Eggman: ha, because I found out my grandfather's other dirty and it said he made another emerald
powerful emerald and another life form, I pretty didn't sure that my grandfather made another creature,
but I guess he trick his own grandson again and I already know about Light was the second project.

Sonic has no idea that Eggman knows about Light and Super Emerald.
Sonic: so what do you want me to do about it....
Dr. Eggman: well you got the Chaos Emerald and I want it.
Sonic: no way!
Dr. Eggman: fine, have it your way.... but don't blame me when you start attack more of your friends,
even it cost your own life.
Eggman has a point, Sonic doesn't have a choice, if he continue to hurt more people, there won't be
anybody left.
Sonic: grrr, so you will help me to stop this.
Dr. Eggman: maybe, but it will cost you.... I'll tell you what.... if you give me the Chaos Emerald, I'll find a
way to reverse the transformation and you will be just like your normal self..... Agree....
Sonic never won't to agree with Eggman, even the evil things in the past, but if he wants to back to his
own self again, and then he has to do it. So Sonic got out the Chaos Emerald and hand it to Eggman's
hand.
Sonic: .... agree....
Dr. Eggman: that's more like it....
Sonic: but don't think this is a friendship between you & me, I better not see you doing anything stupid
when I get back.
Dr. Eggman: oh get use to it.
Then Sonic ran out to the door and lift the base. Eggman was smiling and laughing because he got what
he wanted for his project.
Dr. Eggman: hmmhmmhmm, hahahaha.... the fool.
Decoe: so are you really going to help Sonic?
Dr. Eggman: heck no, I got what I wanted.
Bocoe: but what about his transformation.....
Bukkun: yeah, he's going to turn into a monster.
He doesn't give a dang what will happen to Sonic as he opened his door to the second lab.
Dr. Eggman: so let him, it's his problem now.... I have his friends' data and all the emeralds needed for
my project.... hahahaha!
MAINWHILE.
All of Sonic's friends were at Tails' work shop, thinking of what Sonic did Light as he in the room, laying
on the couch.
Amy: well Tails, how was Light?
Tails: he's fine, Light may looked injured, but he'll be fine.

Knuckles: would you mind explain to me what's going on?
Amy: I don't know, last time I leave Light & Sonic alone and when I got outside, I saw Light laying on the
ground.
Cream: and you think that Sonic was the one who hurt him....
Amy: that what I was thinking because he ran away.
Just then, Shadow came out and he looks very angry.
Knuckles: well Shadow, did Light say anything?
Shadow: oh he did, he said Sonic beat the daylight out of him and.... Light also found out someone was
spying on him with Amy.
Amy: a spy? You're not suggesting that Sonic was in it....
Tails: no way, Sonic does crazy things, but not hurting somebody.
Shadow: Tails, he pounds me in the eye at Chris's party and now he beat up my only brother.
Amy: you can't be serious!
Shadow: am I, Light said Sonic hired a female in a black spy suit and she been watching you two at the
park, the movie theater and the restaurant.
Knuckles looks at Rouge like he knows who weirs a black spy suit.
Knuckles: Rouge, were you went off spying tonight.
Rouge: huh, um.... what are talking about....
Knuckles: well you're the only person who knows about spying than any of us.
Rouge: um... no.
Shadow: Rouge, I know it's you, Light told me you did spy on him and he wants me to leave you out of it.
Rouge: .... oh, alright I did spy on him....
Amy can't believe it and she doesn't know what to think anymore.
Amy: you did.... why?
Rouge: I have no choice, Sonic looked scared that he wants me to make sure Light's not to anything like
last time.
Amy: .... I should've known why he ran off....
Then Amy was crying for the things have done, and suddenly, someone opens the door and everyone
saw Sonic stand around.
Sonic: hey, guys....
Shadow: YOU!
They saw Shadow going to fight Sonic and they try to get him down.
Shadow: grr, let go of me....
Sonic: I knew this would happen.... Shadow, I didn't mean to hurt your brother, buddy.
Shadow: we're not buddies and you're going to pay for what you done!
Tails: whow, come down, Shadow.... he didn't mean it.
Knuckles: yeah, he must have a reason for what he did....

Shadow: I know why he hurt Light, he just afraid that Light was going to kill him again just likes his
nightmares and I am sick and tired of them!
Sonic: look I'm sorry, but I trying find Light and tell him how sorry I am, okay....
Shadow comes down for a moment, then Tails & Knuckles let go of him.
Shadow: hmmph, alright.... you want Light to forgive you, then go ahead.... talk to him.
Sonic: that batter, so where is he?
Amy: he's in that room.
So he walks right at the door and open it, he see Light laying on the couch and he was quit awake.
Sonic: uh, hi Light.
Light: .... not you again.
Sonic: no, no I could explain....
Light: explain what, you hit me for no reason.
Sonic: but I do have a reason.... I thought you were trying kill me, but I was wrong....
Light: you dang right you're wrong, I didn't do anything to you, I never wanted to kill anybody, it was that
Black Doom guy told me to do those bad things in the past!
Sonic: yeah, I know. So what I'm trying to tell you is I'm sorry and I wanted you to forgive.
Light was thinking about what Sonic's said, so he was going to give him one more chance of knowing
him the right way.
Light: .... I suppose you didn't mean it, you just don't know me as much.... but I forgive you.
Sonic: ....really....
Light: yeah, just don't let it happen again.
Sonic smiled and then helped Light to get up, try to stand him up.
Sonic: thanks Light, I never thought you be such a kind person.
Light: hey, what are friends for....
Sonic: speaking of friends, Eggman escape from prison and now he's up to something at his base.
Light: wait, Eggman escape?
Sonic: yes, if I was you, I better go over to his base get those Chaos Emeralds back.
Light: he has all 7 of them, why didn't you get them?
Sonic: because I made a deal with him.... something is wrong with me and I can't control myself, at
tomorrow night I can't go over there, I have a date with Amy.... but can you tell the others get them.
Light: .... I'll see what I can do.... but there's one thing I want you can do.
Sonic: what is it?
Light holds up the Super Emerald.
Light: could you keep this one save for me....
Sonic: .... hmm, I guess I could....
Light: just try not to lose it.
Sonic: right.

So now they became friends and got out from the room. Light walks over to Shadow to tell him he's
alright and Sonic went over to Amy.
Sonic: Amy, are you crying?
Amy: yeah, I can't believe you.... spying on Light like he some kind a bad guy or something.
Sonic: Amy, don't cry.... Light forgive me and he was okay with it, please don't be upset.... look, would it
make you feel better if I take you home.
Amy: ..... I guess, I just hope you don't do the same thing for tomorrow for our night.
Sonic: don't worry; I won't hire another spy again.... I promise....
Amy: you swear....
Sonic: I swear....
She feeling a little better, so she got up and Sonic hold her hand to take her for tonight.
THE NEXT DAY AT 7:00 a.m.
It was finally the time Sonic was going to take Amy on a date which he promise for her and was at Amy's
House, he knock and wait for her to come out, she open the door and she seem surprise as there ready
for the big night.
Sonic: hi Amy, are you ready?
Amy: you bit.... just don't do anything stupid like yesterday.
Sonic: relax; it won't be the same thing like yesterday.... shell we go.
Amy: alright, but remember.... we had a deal about this.
Sonic: oh don't worry, I will not try to run off this time, I promise...
Amy: oh yeah, like the time you ask me on a date and then later you ran off to race Sam.
Sonic: I have no other choice.
Amy: right, and the time when we were at those little people that has love spell and I even set a trap that
Tails & Cosmo ruining because you weren't there.
Sonic: .... you set a trap for me....
Amy: long story.... but before we go, is there anything else that you have planned?
Sonic: nope, no plans.... this time it just both of us.
Amy: .... ok, then let's go.
Sonic: right.
He moves his hand and Amy hold his tight. Sonic walk off with Amy so he can give her the must
romantic night ever, but then Sonic has something in hid mind.
Sonic: (I just hope I don't go nuts again and hope that Shadow, Light & the others go to Eggman base
and stop his plans for me.... I'll try to relax and won't ruining this night her, I swear it.)
END OF CHAPTER 9

10 - The Transformation Begins
As soon as the others wonder of why was acting crazy, Light told them that Eggman escape from prison
that they have to go to his base and get the Chaos Emeralds.
When they got there, they went to find where hiding at, but Eggman wasn't here. The doc. was not in his
lab, he even took the emeralds with him.
Shadow: dang it! We're to late....
Tails: Light, are you sure Eggman escape and he really has all the 7 Chaos Emeralds.
Light: a course, Sonic told me Egg head has them, he musted taking them with him and got away.
Knuckles & Rouge found the door to lab 2 and the robot that Eggman talking about was gone too.
Knuckles: yeah he's gone alright....
Rouge: he probably made another robot for us and took it with him.
Knuckles: I wouldn't be surprise.
So they were of where could Eggman be at and what he's planning.
Tails: so now what?
Shadow: well we going to keep looking, he might be hiding something else for us.
Light: right.
Then they search for more things, Tails find a computer that said warning on the screen.
Tails: hmm, what else Eggman could be hiding something on this thing?
He tape in enter and there was something on the screen, it said something about Sonic.
Tails: hey guys, I found something.
Knuckles: what is it?
Tails: look.....
It shows a verius inside of Sonic's DNA.
Shadow: what is this?
Tails: beats me, it said something about a verius inside of Sonic.
Light: a verius.... what kind of verius?
Shadow: see what else you can find....
Tails: I'll see what I can do....
Tails then chick on the warning sign which it showed a sign.
Tails: the Darkness Transformation begins.

Light: darkness transformation?
Rouge: why does that mean?
Shadow was thinking of what the computer said, then he remember in a flesh back that Eggman saw
Sonic destroyed two Metallixs when he change into a dark super form of Super Sonic, which mean that
Sonic is about to change into the dark form again.
Shadow: you got to kidding me!
Tails: what.... what is it?
Shadow: the computer is saying.... Sonic is starting to change into his darkious form.
They were shocked when he said that.
Rouge: oh no....
Light: what.... what are you guys talking about.... what is wrong with Sonic?
Light doesn't understand of what was going, but until Shadow was going to tell him what it is.
Shadow: Light, when you weren't around and before Sonic found you, Sonic has turned himself into his
dark super form and he whip out 2 Metallixs when we were at the base where they made those fake
Chaos Emeralds there.
Light: hold up, are you telling me that Sonic is changing into a dark creature he was before....
Shadow: yes.... which means we need to find him and stop him from transforming before it's too late.
Light has never seen Sonic's dark super form, but he probably knows when he saw Sonic's eyes just
changes from last night.
Light: oh no.... so that's why his eyes change last night, I think I'm the one cost his transformation.... I
musted effected him when I blasted him with Super Emerald at the Space Colony ARK.
Shadow: don't worry about it, first thing we got to do is find Sonic and stop him from transforming....
Knuckles: but where could he be?
They don't know where Sonic at, but Light knows.
Light: I know where he could be.
Shadow: well then tell us....
Rouge: where is Sonic?
Light: .... he's on a date with Amy....
Tails: he's on a date, we need to warn Amy now before it's too late!
Shadow: right! Light, give me the Super Emerald.
Light: um.... I don't have it.
Shadow: you don't have it with you, then where is it!
Light: .... I gave it to Sonic in cast if we ran into Eggman.
Now their in trouble.
Knuckles: oh that's just great!

Shadow: I can't believe it....
Light: I'm sorry....
Shadow: forget it; we don't have time for this. We got a go!
Tails: quick, let's find Sonic in the air with the X-Tornado guys....
So now they went to ride on the X-Tornado to find Sonic & Amy in the air, they better hurry up and find
them quick or something bad will happen to Amy if they were to late.
LATER.
Sonic & Amy was having a good time by their self. Sonic took Amy at the theme park where they rode
the rides, and when they got out of their, they walk into the park, and then they went to some place they
can alone. It was somewhere in the filled, Sonic come up with a game for just only two of them. It was
called catch me if you can. Amy was it and she has to catch him before he gets away.
Amy: oh Sonic, where are you.... come out, come out, where ever you are.
Amy has no idea where he went until she hears him giggled behind the bush, then she grabs him by the
tail.
Amy: I got you.
Sonic: man, you caught me, but it doesn't mean I won't get you!
Amy: ahhh!
Sonic now you're dead....
They start running as Sonic got her; they were both getting tired and lie down on the grass. Sonic & Amy
have never had fun before, but now they do, they look at the stars for the first time in their life.
Sonic: whew, wow.... this dating thing is really fun.
Amy: whew, you see.... it would be more romantic once you get use to it.
Sonic was thinking about her words and he thought of one.
Sonic: actually, I do have a place that's seems romantic.
Amy: really?!
Sonic: count of think about it, I do....
Sonic got up and help her up, then Amy hold on to Sonic aims to run from the speed of the
wind..... Later, Sonic find the place he was looking for, it was at a forest on the other side of
those bushes.
Sonic: before we go any fear, close your eyes, it's like a surprise.
Amy: I like surprises.
Sonic: okay, now close them.
So she close her eyes real tight and Sonic leading her to place which they stop right there.

Sonic: alright, open them.
She open her eyes and see the place, it was at a huge lake and the midnight sky. it was beautiful and
Amy looks very happy as well.
Amy: oh, this place is beautiful.
Sonic: I thought you may like it.... let's go down there.
When they got down there, Sonic & Amy where having a romantic time for a gather and lay down right
near the lake, and they talk almost all night.
Sonic: so Amy, are you having a good time with me.
Amy: yeah, I can't believe that this lake wasn't even on the map.
Sonic: yeah, I kind a figure that out when I found this place.
Amy: .... do you usually hang around here must of the time....
Sonic: some time, especially when I was lonely.
Sonic & Amy were just looking at the star while talk all night. Amy looks at Sonic for some reason.
Amy: .... hey, Sonic....
Sonic: yes Amy....
She move over next to Sonic and put her hands around him and cuddling him.
Amy: .... what's it like to be a hero?
As soon he heard that from her, Sonic then told her.
Sonic: well, it's not so bad once you get use to it.... even if I'm not wearing a cape or mask.... but once
you have power, then you have to everyone hero.
Amy: really.... then how did you get even faster in the first place when every time you run....
Sonic: um, I don't get ya.
Amy: sure you do, I just saying how did you first become faster before you met me, Tails, Knuckles and
everybody else.
Sonic: hmm, good question.... but I just don't know because it was so long that I don't remember, I was
kind a born this way.... sometimes I don't even know who were my parents are....
Amy: hmm, hey Sonic....
Sonic: yes, Amy.
Amy: when you keep running away from me, did you had girl friend if that why you keep running away
from me.
Sonic: .... no, not really.... all I do is just keep saving people's life and keep fighting other enemies.
Amy: .... I see.
Amy stood up and cross her knee.
Amy: I guess that why you don't want me to with you on a date or any of your adventures.
Sonic: no, it's not what you think....

Amy: I just wanted a good romantic night with you, but something bad always happen between us.
Sonic has never Amy like this, all she wanted was good date with her hero, but then he had this feeling
as he grabs Amy's hand and look at her eyes.
Sonic: .... Amy.... when we first met, I thought I never find the must pretties lady and you're the only
person I can get close too.
Amy: .... do you really mean that, Sonic?
Sonic: yes.... I mean it.... if I wasn't so busy with other people, I would never forgive myself.
Amy: oh Sonic....
Sonic put his hand on her cheek.
Sonic: now this is what I should have done a long time ago.
They both close their eyes and was going for a kiss, they were about to do it, but then Sonic felt the
transformation again.
Sonic: ahhh, grrr...
Amy: Sonic?
Sonic: uh, ahhhh! Oh no, darkness transformation is coming on.... err!
Amy: Sonic, what's wrong with you?
She sees him going nuts, he kept moving weird as he continues to change.
Sonic: grrr, AHHH! Amy, err.... run!
Amy: Sonic, you're scaring me....
Sonic: no, I'm serious.... run..... Get out of here!
Amy tries to see what's wrong right until Sonic looks up with his dark glowing eyes.
Sonic: .... GO!!!
This time she was really scared now as she starting to run for her life. Sonic can't hold for long which
he's now going after Amy. she need to find a place to hide as Sonic goes to get her, Amy hide in
the bushes and she saw him coming to catch her. Sonic search by looking for her the forest, Amy was
trying to keep quit until suddenly he ran off. Amy slowly came out of the bushes as she was still scared
of Sonic become a beast.
Amy: whew, whew.... Sonic.... what have you become?
Amy was now finding away out the forest, but then she ran into something behind, she thought it was a
tree at first. Amy turns around and it was Sonic that was behind her.
Amy: ahhhh!
Sonic: hmmph!

Sonic grabs Amy's arm and pulls her against a huge tree, it like Sonic's other nightmare only it's real life.
Amy: Sonic, what are you doing?
Sonic: grr....
Sonic move his right hand and was about to blast her by made an energy ball to shoot her with.
Amy: no Sonic, don't do this!
He aim it right tours her forehead to release it, Amy was so scared that she can't get her way out of this,
she was feeling upset as Sonic was going to blast her and she have to tell him of how much she care
about him.
Amy: please, Sonic.... I know you can't me, but I have to tell you.... I want you to know that.... I love you.
Sonic slowly comes down his anger, then he tries to tell her the same way.
Sonic: .... I.... love you too, Amy.... err!
Sonic may not control himself, but he tries to move the energy ball in the sky to release and bang, it was
gone. he let go of her and his eye was still are glowing, Sonic took one good look at her and then he run
away, leaving Amy all alone.
Amy: sigh.... what was wrong with him, he almost killed me.
She was starting to cry of what Sonic going to do to her, but then she heard a plain that's coming in her
and it was in the sky.
Amy: Tails?
Amy saw the X-Tornado landed right where she at and Shadow come down to get her.
Shadow: Amy.... are you alright?
Amy: ....
Shadow: Amy!
The others got out of the X- Tornado to help her.
Light: Amy.... are you injured.
Amy: .... no....
Shadow: phew, thank goodness.
Tails: where's Sonic.... wasn't he with you?
Amy: he was, but then he gone mad and he almost tries to kill me.
Light: it's not his fault, it his transformation is doing it.
Amy doesn't know what's going on.

Amy: what do you mean?
Shadow: what Light is saying was that your blue boyfriend has been effected by the Super Emerald from
the past 3 weeks ago and Sonic is now about to change into is darkious form again.
Amy: .... are you serious?
Light: yes....
Amy: well then we got a go after him before he transform.
Shadow: don't worry, he won't be fully transformed unless he runs into Eggman and goes near any of
the Chaos Emeralds.
Knuckles: which we don't have time to be standing around, we need to find Sonic before he hurt
anymore people from here.
Rouge: Knux here is right; we need to get things going.
Shadow has an idea.
Shadow: alright, has about this, we'll split up into 3 teams..... Knuckles & Rouge search in for him in the
forest.... Amy, go with Tails so you can find him the air, me & Light will search for Sonic at the high
mountains.
Tails: fine by us.
Light: then let's go....
So they spit to search for Sonic, but I know what good can it do, let's just see how they are going to find
Sonic on the next chapter.
END OF CHAPTER 10

11 - The Birth Of Dark Sonic
When it was almost sunset, Sonic was at a cliff, setting for what happen on his date with Amy. Sonic has
fear that someday he will hurt someone if gets near anybody and has no other choice. So either
he figures a way find someone who can help him or he can just kill himself by jumping off this cliff
with an open ocean. it wasn't Sonic's fault for him trying to do something to Amy, he just can't help
himself and no matter how hard he tried, the dark side of him just won't stop unless he comply his
transformation.
Sonic: sigh.... what have I done; this is all my fault.... I can't stop myself....
He wanted stop all himself, but he can't. Ever since Sonic got effect by the Super Emerald's power, he
couldn't control it.
Sonic: what does it matter now, all I'm going to do is hurt more and there's nothing I can do about it....
As Sonic being upset, he thought of something as he got the Super Emerald out and holding it. He looks
at that black emerald, sooner he raises his anger and stand up.
Sonic: grr.... The Super Emerald....
He continue with his anger and was about to throw it in the open water.
Sonic: err! THIS IS ALL YOUR FAULT!!
Sonic then throw it, it fall all the way into the ocean, deeper in the water. He finally relax for now and
coming down for a while.
Sonic: whew, whew.... that it, it's over for me.
Then Sonic was walking away, leaving the Super Emerald behind. When he's about to go, a big
blue spinning ball was hit him out of nowhere which he crashes into the rocks.
Sonic: ow, who did that?!
He got up and saw another Sonic stand right in front of him; hoped if that was Light in that form.
Fake Sonic: hi Sonic.
Sonic: oh no.... Light....
Sonic wasn't really wanted to see Light again after what happen last time.
Sonic: Light, what are you doing here.... you must get away from me, you don't know what I been
through lately.... you must go now!

Light as Sonic didn't pay attention.
Fake Sonic: .....
Sonic: did you hear me.... I said get away from me!
Still nothing.
Sonic: I'm telling you, I'm not kidding..... You must go!
Fake Sonic: .... I'm not Light....
Sonic: .... huh....
Isn't this shocking, this isn't Light at all, the fake Sonic was changing and sooner or later, it was a robot
that looked so familiar, some reason Sonic knows this robot as well and it seem he has seen it before.
Sonic: .... EMERL....
Suddenly, Sonic hears someone laughing and it coming from the air.
Dr. Eggman: hahahaha, you bet its Emerl, I'm surprise you still remember him.... How do you like his
new looks....
Sonic: but he was destroy at Station Square, we saw him blow himself up under water because he had
fight with Cream & Cheese.
Dr. Eggman: yeah, I figure you'll said that.... but lets just say that I found must of parts swim around at
the same location that I have to bring all the robotic parts into my base and rebuild Emerl a new body
and a new style.... oh one more thing, even you try to get him to remember everything, you're out of
luck.... I erase all his memories and made a new one.... so I now named him.... Emerl 2.
Sonic: I see.... and what are you going to do with Emerl.
Dr. Eggman: well I glad you ask, since now I have the last Chaos Emerald, I'm planning to get rid of you
and the other 2 hedgehogs first.... starting with you.
Sonic: but you said you'll help me, we had a deal!
Dr. Eggman was laughing again.
Dr. Eggman: ha, do you serious think I will help you and make a cure for you after for what you and that
white hedgehog did to me.... I rather let you change into the dark form of yours, and no way will I let you
have the Chaos Emeralds, so I can say the deal is off.
Sonic was getting mad at Dr. Eggman for not making a cure for him and calling it off.
Sonic: err, then that cast.... I'm going to have to take those Chaos Emeralds back by force!
Just then Emerl ran up to Sonic and grabs his neck raise him up high.
Dr. Eggman: oh, by the way.... have I forgot to mention that Emerl still has your copy along with your
pathetic friends.... hmmhmm, now that I gave part of Shadow's Chaos Control and Light's Transform
Control, Emerl is now invenable.

Then Emerl kicks Sonic, flew him against the rocky wall.
Dr. Eggman: hahahaha, that's for tricking me and send me to prison for the second time.... Emerl.... do
what you want with him and make it quick and painful.
Emerl understood and was going to take Sonic down. Sonic was trying to fight, but Emerl use the spin
attack and hit his face, grabs him again and throw in the sky high, and he use the control to get Sonic in
the air and then kicked him the second time which Sonic landed on the hard ground, he was now pain.
Sonic: err.... ah! He's just like before, only he's alot stronger!
Dr. Eggman flies down on his Egg Mobile and start laughing again.
Dr. Eggman: hahaha, you're dang right he's stronger, but now Emerl must take the Chaos Emeralds'
power so he can be full power.
Emerl got out all the 7 Chaos Emeralds and was now going to absorb the emeralds' power; soon he was
in full power.
Sonic: oh no....
Then suddenly he throws all 7 of them into the ocean, which they all sink in the bottom. Sonic was
shocked because of Emerl throwing them in the water and the Super Emerald was down there with
them. Eggman looks at him because Sonic probably knows what was in the ocean.
Dr. Eggman: ..... What's wrong with you....
Sonic: you have no idea what you're robot pet have done.
Dr. Eggman: ..... You're hiding something are you....
Sonic was hiding something, but he throws it in open water.
Sonic: .... no.... and even if I was, you're going to have to beat me if you want me to tell you.
Dr. Eggman: well since you put it that way..... Emerl.... go ahead and finish where you started!
Emerl pull out a hard metal hammer that looks almost like Amy's.
Sonic: oh boy!
Emerl was going to attack.
LATER.
Shadow & Light were trying to find Sonic at the high mountains until Shadow felt something
that seems close.
Shadow: .... wait....

Light: what is it?
He feels something that was coming from down there where Sonic could be at.
Shadow: something going on down there.
Light: you think it could be Sonic....
Shadow: maybe, we got to get down there right now.
So they were fixing to get down from the mountain, but until they try to find out, Sonic was having trouble
of his. He was pretty beat up and can't move a thing.
Sonic: err! Ah.... I can't believe Emerl knows how to beat the heck out of me with that metal hammer.
Dr. Eggman: you have no idea, now are you going to tell what you are hiding.... if it's the Super Emerald,
then hand it over to me.... I can probably use it to give Emerl more power.
Sonic: .... sorry doc. .... but I don't have it.
Dr. Eggman: you're lying, you are hiding it and I'm going to make you if you don't hand it over.... Emerl,
grab his legs and take him to the ocean.... and don't drop him until I give the orders.
Emerl ran over to Sonic, grabs his leg and carry him by fly over the cliff and it looks like he was going to
trop Sonic in the water because he knows Sonic can't swim. Sonic was upside down and he looks up at
the open water, but he has one word to say at Eggman.
Dr. Eggman: now Sonic, for the last time I'm saying this. Where's the Super Emerald.
Sonic: I told you, I don't have it and even if I do, I would never give it to you and getting rid of me won't
help you get the Super Emerald.
Dr. Eggman: maybe so, but I would love to see you to survive from this, Good bye Sonic the Hedgehog!
Sonic close his eyes for a long fall and Emerl let go of him which send Sonic falling into the
ocean. He was sinking way down in the bottom as he was pass out and can't swim back up, Emerl fly
back on land and walks up to Eggman.
Dr. Eggman: hmm.... one down, two to go....
They were about to leave until Shadow & Light got where they're at.
Shadow: .... DR. EGGMAN!
Dr. Eggman: right on time....
Shadow & Light saw Emerl and they were wondering where's Sonic.
Light: so Sonic is right, you did escape from prison.
Dr. Eggman: you bit I did....
Shadow: who's your robotic friend?
Dr. Eggman: oh, a course.... you two haven't met my old friend, this is Emerl.... he's the one I have plan
for you both and now I was wondering if two of you traitors be the ones to text him.
Light: yeah, we like to see this Emerl person can do to us.
Dr. Eggman: have it your way.... Emerl, show them what you can really do.

Emerl understood and he start to shoot them by use Shadow's move, the Chaos Spear, they both got
away from the blast by jumping away from it. Shadow can't believe it, no one could do that move like his.
Shadow: what in the.... he use my Chaos Spear attack.
Light: no way.... that's impossible.
Dr. Eggman: and that's not all he can do, he has more than one now I download all the data I can find
and it sure was funny now that Sonic is out of my way.
Shadow: .... Sonic.... where is he?
Dr. Eggman: you mean crazy blue, let just say that I found Sonic on the cliff and he had long fall.
Eggman point his finger at the cliff and Shadow probably knows what happen to Sonic.
Shadow: what did your robot done to Sonic....
Dr. Eggman: he wouldn't give me what I want, so I told Emerl to throw him in the ocean, I like to see
Sonic tries to continue his transformation now.... hahaha!
Shadow: .... you knew he was changing did you!
Dr. Eggman: oh yes, but now that your blue friend is out of the way, you two are next.... Emerl..... Get rid
of them and give them what they want!
Emerl understood again and was going to attack Shadow & Light. While they might have a chance on
land, Sonic on the other hand was very pass out as he was at bottom with the Super Emerald & Chaos
Emerald that no power and he won't wake up. From under water, Sonic was having these visions from
past of the enemies he face before.
Dr. Eggman: (from a flesh back) you never stop me now, Sonic.
That was from the first time Sonic and the others gone to human world from Chaos Control, then the
time he face off with Chaos and was pretty hurt so many times. Sonic was almost opening his eyes.
Shadow: (from another flesh back and he count too) I assure of you, Sonic, I'm no imposter, I possess
fare too mach power too be anything but the real thing.
Sonic almost fully awake and another flesh back from Shadow.
Shadow: (many years ago, Professor Gerald Robotnik, endown me with the power of Chaos Control. A
normal creature like your self doesn't stand a chance against me.)
Then the time he first met Emerl from the battle when he was destroying Station Square and got was
beat up from him. Then when Sonic got back to their home world and met the leader of the Metallix,
Dark Oak.
Dark Oak: (as his flesh back continue) your defeat is certain. Give me the Chaos Emeralds, and I will
spare your life.
Sooner Sonic's was eyes were glowing again as his memories continue.

Jet: (him too) you can't catch up with him, get out of my way!
Light: (even him) face it Sonic, just because we look like a gather it doesn't mean that we're the same
like everybody else.... unlike you, I am fare to powerful all thanks to my brother Shadow who been
raising and train so well over these years.
And finally on the percent time of when he saw Emerl again being beat down and thrown in the ocean,
he feel very angry and the Super Emerald is going out of control and gave the Chaos Emeralds back
their power. Sonic was started to float under water with the Chaos Emeralds & the Super
Emerald circling around him.
Sonic: grr!!
Then Sonic's body was changing as he turning to darker instead of his normal color self, he have now
became their Super Form and was feeling the dark side was out of control.
Sonic: Grr.... Err.... AHHHH!!!!!
The Darkness Transformation was compete.
MAINWHILE.
Shadow & Light were having problems of their own as Emerl was beating them and grab them by their
necks.
Dr. Eggman: hahaha, at last.... I have finally made a robot that can fight against Sonic and his friends,
those last robots I keep inventing were useless against these them, but now I got the only powerful robot
that was destroy and rebuild him again.... and with Emerl in my side, who's going to stop me now!
As he watch Emerl strangling Shadow & Light, something else happen. There was a big blast coming
the cliff, they all saw it and they were wondering of what it was. Emerl even let go of Shadow & Light
because he saw that blast too.
Shadow: whew, whew.... what was that?
Light: whew, you got me....
Eggman was surprise as he sees the clouds were getting darker.
Dr. Eggman: huh, what's going here?
He even found out that his radar was spinning crazy and it explored in his Egg Mobile.
Dr. Eggman: whoa! My radar!
Soon the whole land was shacking.
Light: Shadow, what's happening?!
Shadow: I don't know!

Suddenly they saw someone was floating in the air and it was Sonic with a different form and he looks
very mad.
Shadow: oh no.... not again....
Light: is that Sonic?!
Shadow: yes, he's finally transform into his dark from.
The doc. was very shock as he sees Sonic has become Dark Sonic.
Dr. Eggman: oh no! This can't be good.... Emerl, forget the other two! Get Sonic before he gets me!
Emerl was going to attack, but Dark Sonic has got to him first. He appears out of no where and he
pounded Emerl which got him crash against a rocky wall.
Dr. Eggman: whoa!
Shadow & Light can't believe it either.
Light: what the.... Shadow, did you see that!
Shadow: I did, Light....
Light: what are we going to do?!
Shadow: I'm not sure, Light.... I just don't know.
Emerl tried to get up and fight again, but Dark Sonic was behind him and kicked Emerl that send him
flying and landed on the ground.
Dr. Eggman: no.... Emerl quit fooling around and stop that guy!
Emerl understood again and tries to do the spin dash attack, he head tours Dark Sonic, but then Dark
Sonic caught while he still spinning and he took Emerl and slam him against the ground. Dark Sonic
grabs leg and swing him around and around which he toss Emerl that send him flying and crash him
against a rock wall again. Emerl was almost out and Dark Sonic ran into him, he got up and tries to
punch him, But Dark Sonic got his hand and broke off his arm.
Dr. Eggman: ahh! You got to be kidding me!
Now Emerl has to fight Dark Sonic with just one arm, but Dark Sonic disappears. Emerl has no idea
where he went; Shadow & Light can't see him.
Light: where he go?
Emerl couldn't find him, where ever he's at, he's pretty good of hiding until Dark Sonic jump on top of
Emerl, holding him to get this robot down. Dark Sonic then grabs the whole out of Emerl's head, Emerl
was trying to move his way out, but Dark Sonic pull off his head which mean Emerl was destroyed.
Dr. Eggman: oh no!

Dark Sonic pick up Emerl's robotic body and throw it in the air which he shoot out an energy ball and
blast it's body to peaces. Shadow & Light were shock when they saw that.
Shadow: oh my lord.
Light: you must be kidding!
Eggman was mad.
Dr. Eggman: err.... I can't believe it, Emerl is destroyed again.... why is every time I invent something
always a failer! I was this close of defeating you, Sonic.... you hear me!
Dark Sonic turned around and looks at Eggman.
Dark Sonic: ..... There is no Sonic.... I am just his dark side.... but you are next.
Dr. Eggman: wha.... oh no!
Eggman was going to fly away right until Dark Sonic float where he's at and stop in front of Eggman.
Dr. Eggman: whoa!
Dark Sonic put his arm back and pound him sky high.
Dr. Eggman: AHHHHH!!!
He was gone when Dark Sonic got rid of him. Shadow & Light were thinking what to do with Sonic and
how to stop him.
Light: now what, Shadow.... we can't fight of something like this even if it is Sonic as that creature.
Shadow: I know that, Light.... but we can't let him get away.
Light: how.... you saw what he did to Emerl and the doctor.... theres no way we can beat him!
Shadow: but we have to stop him, even without the Chaos Emeralds, we have stop him before he hurt
anybody else!
Shadow run up to Dark Sonic, Light really doesn't to fight Sonic again, but it's for his own good.
Light: can't believe I have to do this, but it for the best.
He went up to join up with Shadow, Dark Sonic was just standing flying and Shadow was shooting out
Chaos Spears.
Shadow: sorry, Sonic.... Chaos Spears!
Dark Sonic turns around and dodge Shadow's Chaos Spear, so now it was his turn to show him his
power, Dark Sonic blast Shadow with a dark beam and hit Shadow in the stomach.
Shadow: ahh!

Light: Shadow!
Dark Sonic did the same thing to Light only shot him in the shoulder.
Light: uh!
Dark Sonic was steering at them as they feel the pain he gave them.
Dark Sonic: ..... Pathetic little life forms....
He aimed his hands at them so he blasts them with dark energy ball, but then Tails finally show up and
landed the X- Tornado. Tails & Amy got out to help them up.
Tails: Shadow, Light.... what's happening to you guys?
Light: why don't you him....
Tails looks at the person who did something Shadow & Light and he see it was Dark Sonic.
Tails: .... Sonic....
Shadow: not anymore....
Dark Sonic looks at them and was still going to shot them.
Dark Sonic: you all better stay out of my way!
Amy: .... Sonic!
He heard Amy's voice and he steers right at her. Dark Sonic look into her eyes and he has this feeling
inside of him as he put his hands down to stop what he's doing. He turns around and flies away, leaving
them behind. Amy was crying as she found out that her hero has finally become a monster.
Amy: .... Sonic.... what did you done to yourself?
Light wakes up Amy to come herself.
Light: Amy.... it not his fault....
Shadow: but it still doesn't help us now, Sonic finally transform and there's nothing we can do about
changing him back.... sorry guys, I'm afraid we have no choice but we need to stop him.
Amy: wait Shadow, your not actually going to hurt him are you!
Shadow: we might have too, Amy....
Amy was getting upset again.
Light: hey, don't be like that.... we're not going to hurt him, will find a way to change him back.
Amy: really....
Light: you bet on it....
Tails: but how?
Light: I don't know.... useless Shadow always has a plan when I having on my own, right Shadow?

Shadow: well it is about trying to get Sonic back to normal, then we need make one, but we got a go
where he's going.... how either.... I don't know how are we going to beat him now that he has the Chaos
Emeralds & the Super Emerald inside of him.
Tails: well then let get going, we got a find Sonic!
So they all get in the X- Tornado to take off. As they were trying to find Sonic in the air, Amy looks at the
window and steer at that Lake that Sonic took her. Amy will never forget that place.
Amy: (Sonic.... I would never forget the place you bring me. What ever happen to you, we'll find a way to
cure you some how.)
Will they ever stop Dark Sonic of hurting more than he has or do they no choice but too destroy him
before destroy them first, find out later on the next Chapter.
END OF CHAPTER 11

12 - The Battle Of The End
Later, Knuckles & Rouge were still in the forest, thought that Sonic might be running around in these
woods. They search high and low, but they still haven't found him yet.
Knuckles: hey, Rouge! Have you seen Sonic yet!
Rouge was on top of these trees.
Rouge: no, he's not sleeping up here.
Knuckles: man, where can that blasted hedgehog be running at.
She flies back down with him, just to hold his hand.
Rouge: relax handsome, I'm sure he didn't ran that fare from here.
Knuckles: that easy of you to say.
Rouge: oh come on, it not like he's going to ran into us just like that.
Knuckles: maybe....
While they continue to find Sonic, they ran into someone already. It looks like Shadow was coming in
their way.
Knuckles: hey, is that Shadow over there?
Rouge: hmm: I can't tell, he's fare away from here.
Knuckles: well then lets go over there and ask him if found Sonic.
So they walk a little to see if it was Shadow, Rouge see the person and found out it was Dark Sonic
coming right at them.
Rouge: oh boy!
Rouge push Knuckles in the bush so they that can hide.
Knuckles: Rouge, what gone into you?!
Rouge: shhh, be quit....
Knuckles: why?
Rouge: take a good look....
Knuckles take a better look from the bush and he saw Dark Sonic walking.
Knuckles: what in the world is that thing....
Rouge: that's Sonic, at least not anymore.
Knuckles: are you serious?
Rouge: yes.... we must find the others and warn them before....

Just when she was going to say something, Dark Sonic found them and grab one of Rouge's wings and
pull her out of the bush. He let go of her down and hold her down by put his foot on her back, thinking
what to do with her.
Rouge: ahh, let go of me Sonic!
Knuckles pop out to help her.
Knuckles: hey you, get your foot off my girl!
He toggle him down by jump on top of him which got them rolling on a deep hill and hit to the end of it.
Dark Sonic kick Knuckles off and he land on his back, as they both got to fight.
Knuckles: alright, if you are Sonic.... hear this, I don't know how you become like this, but I won't let you
get pass by beating me in a fare fight!
Dark Sonic: Grr!
Knuckles was going to throw in a fight punch in face until Dark Sonic caught his hand and start hitting
him by punch Knuckles in the stomach three times and kicked him that got him flown way fare and
landed on back from a hard field. this place was kind a like Mystic Ruins only it's different, Dark Sonic
ran into where Knuckles was at, he's getting back up to fight again, Dark Sonic was just looking at him,
but he heard a foot step and he just disappear because Rouge was going to do the swear kick which it
hit Knuckles in the stomach accidentally.
Knuckles: oww!
Rouge: opps, sorry Knuckles.
Knuckles: why am I always the one who gets kicked from these things!
Rouge: I didn't mean too, he just disappear when I was going to get him and....
Just then Dark Sonic appeared and grabs a whole of her wings again which he was going to throw her
right at Knuckles and they crash against a edge of a cliff. Rouge was on top of Knuckles
Knuckles: ahh, ok.... now he did that on purpose.... are you alright, Rouge?
Rouge: well he kind of injured my wings, but I think I still take him on, Knux.
Knuckles was looking at her right before he saw a grant rock was rolling down the cliff.
Knuckles: look out!
He carry her and jump their way out of there, just as the rolling rock landed when it almust hit them,
Knuckles took a look where was the rock was falling from and he saw it was Dark Sonic that cost it.
Knuckles: that mad man..... I'm going to get him for that!
Rouge: then you can at least get your hands off my waist if you know what I mean.
Knuckles was on top of her and he didn't know at first.

Knuckles: opps.... haha, sorry.
Rouge: so what do we do now?
Knuckles: we'll attack him together and bring him down....
Rouge: and if that do wrong?
Knuckles has no idea but one thing.
Knuckles: then, we'll just have to hold him long enough for the others to shown up. Rouge: .... alright,
lets do this!
They both got up and start to fight back, Dark Sonic ran down where they're at. Knuckles & Rouge attack
together by punching or kicking at him, but then Dark Sonic caught their attacks, he even grabs the
whole of them and throws them against the cliff. They were hurt very badly.
Rouge: ow!
Knuckles: ahh! I don't believe this.... we attack him and he still beats us to the ground, what's he going to
do next?!
Dark Sonic walks right at them and stop in front of them.
Rouge: well first he come over and kills us.
Knuckles: oh heck no.... ahh!
Knuckles can't take one step, so now Dark Sonic was going to blast them. He aim his hands right at
them and there come an energy ball, right when he was going to shoot them, something else happen.
Shadow came out no where and hit him by use his spin dash attack and send Dark Sonic flying over that
cliff.
Shadow: that's for zapping me in the stomach buddy!
Knuckles & Rouge were happy to see Shadow and the others that made it just in time.
Knuckles: about time you guys show up.... you have no idea what we been through.
Shadow: like I didn't notice.... never mind, we don't have time for this....
Rouge: he's right; we have a bigger problem right now.
Shadow: Tails, is he up there?
Tails got out of the X-Tornado.
Tails: I'll check....
So Tails flies up to go over the other side of that cliff he landed, but as soon Tails gone up there, Dark
Sonic was gone.
Tails: oh no, he's gone!
Shadow cross his arms as Amy & Light got out from the X-Tornado.
Light: where is he?

Shadow tries to figure it out of where Dark Sonic ran off too, but he felt a vibration coming from
underground.
Shadow: .... he's under the ground!
Knuckles: uh great!
Shadow: Tails get back in the X-Tornado, quick!
Tails: right!
Just when Tails was getting back in the X-Tornado, Dark Sonic appeared and grabs the hold of Tails' fox
tail..... I know, it doesn't sound right is it, ok how about Mile's tail there we go..... Anyway, he got one of
his tails and throws him right at Shadow & Knuckles that hit them. Dark Sonic was getting out from the
ground and going to attack them by force, he ran then hit Light below the lower jaw and punches him
which flew him right at them. They can't move or feel a thing.
Light: aww!
Tails: sorry guys, he had a head start before me.
Shadow: no problem, time for plan B....
Shadow & Light tried to get up and do what there going to do this in Ultimate Life Forms style. Shadow &
Light were working together by doing the bigger spin dash, kind of like when Sonic & Knuckles did that
same attack when they were at Chris' world or when they were at that planet where they have to fight a
dark Metallix that Shadow destroyed. So Shadow & Light were doing the spin dash attack until Dark
Sonic mastered their attack by doing the same thing they're doing only he hit the hardies, Shadow &
Light were hurt from it because of Dark Sonic ruining their attack as they were in pain.
Shadow: whew, he knows what we're up too.
Light: so now what?
Shadow couldn't think of one yet while Dark Sonic was running up to them to hurt so more, he tried to
hurt Tails first, then Knuckles & Rouge second and Shadow & Light third. As they were been attack,
Amy was getting scared of she see, Amy never wanted to fight against Dark Sonic even if it is the Sonic
she knows.
Amy: (what I should do, I don't want this to happen....)
Dark Sonic saw Amy and was going run to get her.
Amy: no, Ahhh!
The others see him going after to Amy.
Knuckles: Amy.... what are you doing, run!
Tails: get out of there!
Amy wouldn't move, she was still scared. Light get up and yelled Knuckles to do something for him.

Light: Knuckles, throw me!
Knuckles: what?!
Light: grab my hand and throw me!
Knuckles: alright!
Knuckles grab Light's hand as tight as he can and throw him right where Dark Sonic was going. Dark
Sonic was close to get her, but lucky for her, Light use his spin dash attack and hit him that send him
fare away, then Light was helping her out.
Light: Amy, are you alright?
Amy: yes, I'm fine.
Light: Why didn't you run, he almost hurt you!
Amy: I was scared, ok!
Light: you should've got your hammer.
Amy: I would, but I....
Light: but what?
Amy: .... I.... can't.....
Light has no idea why until he saw a tear coming from her eyes as she was crying because Amy don't
want to hurt Sonic.
Light: oh.... now I get it.... Amy, I didn't mean too.
Amy: that's alright.... I just don't want to hurt him.... it wasn't his fault for what he done to himself.
Light: don't worry, we'll find away to change him ba.....
Suddenly, Dark Sonic appeared and bam, he hit Light by kicked his face and send him off flying, then
landed his back.
Amy: Light!
The others saw what happen to Light; then Dark Sonic ran right where he crash at and grabs his neck,
raising him up high.
Dark Sonic: .... I'll teach you to make a fool out of me!
Then he pounded Light, slamming him into the hard ground.
Rouge: ouch, that's got to hurt.
Knuckles: what are we going to do; nothing we do can't stop this guy!
Shadow was thinking and he thought of one, Tails has invented a Cannon for the X-Tornado and it might
be possible to beat Dark Sonic.
Shadow: no..... but we can use something that might work against him. Tails, is that cannon of yours
finish.
Tails: well its finish, but I didn't test it yet.... usually I let Sonic go inside from my last cannon, I'm not sure
it's going to work now that Sonic is pure evil.

Shadow: so what, you got me & Light, we can use it to blast Dark Sonic.
Tails: I don't know, Shadow.... I don't know if can do this, especially if that person we're fighting against
my buddy.
Shadow turn at Tails.
Shadow: do you a have better idea....
Tails couldn't think anything else but to go with Shadow plan, even if though he has no other choice but
taken down his old friend.
Tails: .... no....
Shadow: then we have no choice but to do it!
Rouge: we might as well try this plan, it's our only chance of beaten him.
Tails: fine, but how are we going to get to the X-Tornado if Sonic keep blasting us.
Rouge: don't worry about it; me & Knuckles will desert him while you two get to the plain.
Knuckles: .... we?
Rouge grabs Knuckles arm and take him with her.
Shadow: ok, now all we have to do is wait until they get Dark Sonic away from the X-Tornado.
While they wait, Dark Sonic flying all the way down where Light landed and tried to kill, but before he
was going too, Rouge & Knuckles were yelling at him.
Knuckles: hey, stupid head.... over here!
Dark Sonic look up and found them on the cliff.
Rouge: yoo-hoo, come and get us!
Knuckles: what's matter, are you chicken!
Dark Sonic just steers at them while Tails was flying with Shadow to their self into the X-Tornado. they
quietly fly over him while Knuckles & Rouge keep Dark Sonic deserted, he wasn't doing nothing, he just
stand there looking them acting stupid.
Knuckles: come on, what are you afraid of something! Here we are!
Rouge: why's he not coming up here?
Knuckles: I don't know, just keep on deserting.... hey!
Dark Sonic had enough of them and was going to fly up there, but before he does, he moves his finger
up and aimed at Tails & Shadow. He shot out a dark beam right at them.
Shadow: Tails, watch out!
Tails: huh?
He got hit on one of his tails.
Tails: ow, my tail!
Soon they were crashing into the hard ground, Dark Sonic knew they were up to something and he was

now aiming at Knuckles & Rouge.
Rouge: he knew!
Knuckles: oh that's perfect!
Then he blasted them that got them falling off the cliff. Dark Sonic was walking right where Shadow
landed and carried him by his arm.
Dark Sonic: did you fools think you can trick me by me blasting me with that cannon....
Tails was trying to get to X-Tornado so he can get in and push one if buttons to cannon, but one of his
tails was injured and his legs too that he can't move. Amy was close to it and Tails was screaming at her
to help them.
Tails: Amy.... help us!
Amy: oh.... what should I do!
Tails: just get in, please...
Amy: .... oh....
Since she the only one that close to the plain, she has to do it. Amy clams in the X-Tornado so she can
to pick which button. Amy really doesn't want to do this to Sonic, but it's for his own good. As she was
inside, Amy was having trouble of which button is it.
Amy: Tails,which button is it?!
Tails: it's the green one, which will set it to HSC mode!
HSC is stand for Hyper Sonic Cannon. so she push the green button and set it to HSC mode, now all
they have to do is either they get Shadow or Light to get in so they can blast one of them out. Dark Sonic
was still holding Shadow's arm.
Dark Sonic: time to die old friend....
He was going to kill Shadow by blasting his face, but then Light was awake and shots his Chaos Slice
which hit Dark Sonic in the back, he let go of Shadow and turns right at Light, which he going to get him
next. Light then yelled.
Light: Shadow, hurry up and get in that machine, I'll keep him busy!
Shadow heard all that and was getting up so he can head to the HSC while Light keep him deserted,
Shadow even took off both of his Gold Rings of his wrist so he can give the HSC a good full power.
Shadow jumps in and Light was keeping Dark Sonic to stand right in front of the X-Tornado.
Light: come on guys, I can't hold him much longer!
Shadow was doing his spin dash and waiting for Amy to fire him out of the HSC, she got good aim for
Dark Sonic on target, all she has to do now is to push the button to fire. Before she was going shot, she
was thinking of all the moment she had with Sonic, when she first met him, all of saving her life all the
time and all those moment that she try to get even with him.

Amy: (..... Sonic....)
Light tries to hold Dark Sonic down as long as he can, but Amy just won't fire.
Tails: Amy, fire the Cannon!
Knuckles: come on, Amy!
Rouge: do it now!
Amy doesn't have any choices, as she hears her friends yelling for her to shot Shadow out of the HSC.
Amy has these flesh back for the thing Sonic done for her and she really doesn't want to let Sonic go
away, but it's either him or for her friends.
Amy: sigh.... I'm sorry, Sonic.... you mean a lot to me and I don't want this to happen, but I'm going to
have to let you go.... please forgive me!
Amy push the button that shot out Shadow from the HSC, Light saw the big powerful spin ball attack
which he got to get out of the way.
Light: uh oh.... bye-bye!
Dark Sonic: huh?
Light jump away from it and Dark Sonic turns around; he see the big black and red spin ball was heading
tours him. As it hit Dark Sonic, it sends him sky high that he was gone now.
Shadow landed on his feet when he uses up all his power.
Shadow: whew, whew....
Light walks up to Shadow to help him up.
Light: you're alright, Shadow?
Shadow: yeah, I'm fine.... I just use up all my power to beat him.
Light: then here your rings back, brother.
Shadow: hmm, thanks....brother.
Shadow got arm rings back and put them on, the others came over to get catch up with them.
Tails: that was sweet! My invention worked....
Rouge: that's great fox boy, but is Dark Sonic gone?
Shadow: he should be, it sends him for long trap, maybe even through outer space for fare we know.
Knuckles: so is he'd gone?
Shadow: .... I have no idea.
When they figuring out, Light was looking at Amy as she get out of the X-Tornado, she was really upset
when Amy going over where they're standing at.
Light: Amy....

Amy: .... sigh, yes.
Light: are you feeling okay?
Amy: sigh, I'm not sure if I've ever going to be okay.
Light: what's wrong.....
Amy: I just blasted Sonic!
Light: ..... Oh.....
Shadow & others saw Amy was crying. They had forgotten about something, not only they got rid of
Dark Sonic, they also got rid of the hero and the friend that become the new monster and there's nothing
they can do bring him back. Light put his hand on her shoulder and started pitying her.
Light: I'm sorry....
Shadow even walks up to them because he feels sorry for what he done Sonic, so did Tails, Knuckles &
Rouge. They all gather around her, so they can come her down.
Shadow: I'm sorry too.... I didn't mean to blow him away from your arms.
Tails: me too.... he was my best buddy and we use the HSC against him.
Amy was looking at them and she wasn't very happy.
Amy: forget it, let's just go....
Amy was about to get back in the X-Tornado, so did the others walked with her. Then suddenly, there
was a dark fleshing light was in the sky on top of the X-Tornado which they all saw it.
Shadow: .... hmm....
Light: ..... What in the?
Then something else happen, the light appeared and it was Dark Sonic again, it seems that the HSC
didn't work at all.
Shadow: no!
Knuckles: you got to be kidding me!
They were all shock to see Dark Sonic again and he looks pretty angry right now after for what they
trying to do him. Dark Sonic looks at them in a scary way and was now going to get pay back.
Tails: I don't believe it, the HSC didn't work on him.
Light: I thought we got rid of him for sure!
Rouge: it seem like it, there's not even a scratch on him.....
Shadow: I guess that Cannon didn't kill him; it just made him very angry.
Amy was getting scared as she sees him in the sky with a serious attitude. Dark Sonic flied up higher,
raise his hands and blast the X-Tornado. It was all destroyed now that there is nothing for them run
away.

Tails: the X-Tornado, it's gone!
Knuckles: so much of flying the heck out here.
Later Dark Sonic flies down to the same spot where he blown up the X-Tornado because he planning on
something for them.
Dark Sonic: arrrr, you fools think you could stop me, I was just going easy on all of you, but now it's time
to finish where I started once and for all!
Then he start running up against and started beating them up. The 2 ultimate life form were first, then
the 2 treasure hunters and Tails was last. They were all hurt as heck, Shadow was fixing to get up and
fight back.
Shadow: err, alright..... It's been a real fun having you around, but if it's a war you want, then it's on now!
The others got up to fight with Shadow; all of Sonic's friends were up against Dark Sonic as they have
no other choice but to stand and fight. Shadow & Light up first they both attack at the same time, Dark
Sonic watch there speed as they were fast circle around which Shadow use his Chaos Spears and Light
use his Chaos Slice. They both been shooting and blasting, but it didn't doing any good of no effect
what's so ever. Dark Sonic then zip them that hit them, it hurt them so bad, but they can take it. They go
the spin dash attack to hit him, but it didn't work either, Dark Sonic catches them and slams against the
ground. They were both injured that they were knock out.
Amy: oh no....
Knuckles: okay, it's our turn!
Rouge: right!
Rouge grabs Knuckles arm and flys to where she can throw him, Rouge aim right at Dark Sonic and
throw Knuckles to the Spiral Uppercut, Dark Sonic looks up in sky and caught Knuckles doing his attack
which he was coming in his way, then Dark Sonic catch him by caught his two of his hands and slam
him against the hard ground. Knuckles tries to get up, but Dark Sonic hit his back by stepping on him,
then he flies up in the air to get Rouge. As he's going after her, Rouge flying at him to do her screw kick,
but he got her too and punch in the stomach, then throws Rouge right at Knuckles, Shadow & Light
which she crash on top of them. Soon that Dark Sonic landed on the same on the same spot again.
Knuckles: ow....
Rouge: sorry about that boys.
Light: no.... it's not your fault.
Shadow: okay, new plan.... why don't we just attack him at the same time.
Knuckles: good idea....
So they got up on their feet to fight again, all 4 of them ran up to Dark Sonic together, then Suddenly,
Dark Sonic knew they were going to attack again, which he use his ultimate attack that it was same
power that killed Light in the first place, it was the Chaos Blast. They were close of hitting him until he
use the Chaos Blast and whip all 4 of them out, they were injured completely which it is up to Tails or
Amy now.

Tails: oh no....
Amy: Shadow, Light, Knuckles & Rouge are hurt, what are we going to do?
Tails: we're going to stop Dark Sonic that's what, even with out X-Tornado, we still have to beat him.
So Tails flies at Dark Sonic to take him down, but however, Dark Sonic move behind him and knock on
the back of Tails' neck that got him falling on the ground.
Dark Sonic: .... foolious fox.....
He took a whole of one that fox's tails and throws him to where the others are, so now it's up Amy, Dark
Sonic looks at them as they were in plan.
Dark Sonic: grr.... now to finish where I started....
Dark Sonic was going to do something with them, he was gathering enough energy that was all circle
around him like he was going to cost an explosion.
Shadow: err.... what's he doing?!
Tails: whew.... I don't know....
Light: ..... Oh no.... I know what's he doing.
Knuckles: what is it?!
Light: he's doing the same attack that killed me from the last time and he is doing again!
Shadow: .... oh great.... I must stop him before he blow this whole land away!
Shadow was going too, but he still injured that he can't take another step. Dark Sonic was still gathering
more enough energy to blow the whole forest apart, as for Amy just stood there while watching him
when the ground was shacking this place, soon Amy couldn't take it anymore.
Amy: .... I can't stand this anymore, I got to do something or Sonic would destory us all....
Amy was finally going to fight as she get out her hammer and was about to beat him with it.
Amy: Sonic, please forgive me!
Dark Sonic turns around found out Amy running against which she swing her hammer right to his
forehead. She almost had him, but he caught it with left hand and hit it off from her bare hands.
Amy: ow....
Dark Sonic: how pathetic, you wanted to save your boyfriend and try to stop me all by yourself. Hahaha!
how are you going to beat me if you can't take one SWING AT ME!
He even pushes her away from him, the others watch of what Amy was doing, but as she stand up to
herself.
Dark Sonic: it's useless, your old boyfriend is dead now and there's nothing you could do can bring him
back.
Amy: whew.... he's not dead he still in there somewhere!
Amy was now walking up to him.

Amy: Sonic, if you can hear me, you have to control yourself.... I know you're in there, don't let the dark
side control you.
Dark Sonic: .... Sonic is dead....
As he pushing her away from him, Amy was still walking close to get to him.
Amy: please, Sonic.... you must listen to me, you have to stop this. If you continue, you're going to blown
this place apart.
Dark Sonic: you're making me angry!
Amy: .... please, don't let it control you.... we're just trying to help you!
Dark Sonic: I'm warning you!
There was a force field all around him, they were steering at Dark Sonic while he's fixing to blow the
whole place, but Amy was still trying to reach him.
Amy: Sonic, you must stop this.... you're going to kill us all!
Dark Sonic: Arr! Then so be it!
The force field was getting bigger by the minute.
Tails: this looks bad!
Rouge: what in the world is she doing?!
Dark Sonic is sick of Amy trying to get him to stop, but as Amy finally stand up to him, she stood right in
front of him.
Dark Sonic: ..... You will die along your friends!
Amy: no.... Sonic, we care for you.... I don't want to lose you....
Amy put her arms around Dark Sonic for some reason, she was holding him very tight and she won't let
go.
Amy: please Sonic, you mean everything to me and so are your friends, we're just trying to help you
because we care for you.... you got to fight this.... we will not leave you, I won't leave you. Sonic, I'm
begging you.... you have to fight this!
As Amy was holding him, she heard Sonic real voice, trying to talk to her.
Dark Sonic: (As he's trying to control himself)..... I..... Can't fight it, Amy.....
When Amy heard it from him, she looked at him and she sees his eyes almost normal.
Dark Sonic: .... I can't control myself....
Amy hears it when she was about to cry, he still as his dark form, but then he move his hand right close
to her cheek as she felt it.

Dark Sonic: ..... But I won't leave you either.
Amy smiled a little when she heard it from Sonic as he still in dark form, Amy hold him tight like she
doesn't want to let go.
Amy: oh, Sonic.... I knew you care about me after all.
Dark Sonic: yes, I do..... I did say I never will leave you.
Then he put his hand on her chin, gently pushing her head up. They both have the same feeling when
they close their eyes and was about to kiss a gather. Sonic & Amy almost to place their lips until the dark
side of Sonic was going out of control.
Dark Sonic: WHOA, AHHHHH!!
Amy: ..... No, Sonic....
It seem that Sonic was just trying to control just long enough to see her one last time, Dark Sonic was
still going to blow this place apart.
Light: Sonic is about to blow!
Tails: now what do we do?!
Shadow was fixing to get up
Shadow: I gotta get Amy out of there, quick!
So Shadow got up and about to get Amy by running up to save her. Amy was scared when she just
there, but then Shadow grabs her hand.
Amy: ..... Shadow....
Shadow: Amy, we must go!
Amy: no, I can't leave with out Sonic!
Shadow: forget him, he's about to blow.
Dark Sonic looks at her friends and was going to do something for them.
Dark Sonic: err; this is for you Amy.....
He place hands at Amy, Shadow & the others for some reason.
Dark Sonic: ..... CHAOS CONTROL!!!
He zaps them to transport to somewhere that they won't killed which got transport to a fare different
area.
Rouge: huh....
Knuckles: how did we get here?

Light: how in the world?
Shadow was abet confuse as well.
Shadow: ok, I didn't do this?
Amy: then.... Sonic did this..... He uses Chaos Control just to get us away from there.
MAINWHILE.
Dark Sonic was glowing bigger and was about to unlease the big bang, but before he does it, he has
one last final words and it this.
Dark Sonic: ..... I Love You..... Amy Rose....
Then suddenly.
Dark Sonic: GRR..... ERR..... ARRR, AHHHHHHH!!!!!
He releases all the energy he gathered and boom, the whole forest was whip out from the explosion.
They all saw it happen when whole the field was blown away.
Amy: ..... SONIC!!!!
Did that energy field really did killed him or as it possble he still survives from it; find out later on the last
chapter.
END OF CHAPTER 12

13 - I Will Never Leave You
For few minute, somewhere way fear from the explosion, the others saw what happen to Sonic and they
were hoping that he survive from it. Amy was getting sadder because she probably thinks that Sonic
maybe alive or not.
Light: dang, what a mess.
Tails: where could Sonic be?
Knuckles: maybe the explosion killed him.
Rouge: Knuckles, why you have to say that!
Knuckles: I didn't mean to say it, I'm just saying....
Shadow: never mind, Knuckles....
As they were trying to figure out what happen to Sonic, Shadow see Amy was standing there, right next
to the cliff she was at. So he walks over to her and was going to talk to her just to see what's the matter.
Shadow: hey.... are you alright?
Amy: ..... I'm fine, I just don't know if Sonic is alright out there.... I don't know if he survives or not.
As he seen Amy was upset, he knew what he and the others should do.
Shadow: hey, don't worry about it, Amy.....
Amy: why should I not worry?
Shadow: because we're going to find him....
Amy: .... really....
Shadow moves his head which it was a yes.
Shadow: you bet we are.... just because he cost that explosion, doesn't mean he might be dead out
there somewhere.
Amy: .... so we're going to find him....
Shadow: a course we are.
The others walk up to them so they can help too.
Light: you can count me in.
Tails: me too.
Knuckles: I'm with ya'll as always.
Rouge: beside, it won't be much fun with out Sonic around.
Amy was happy that they agree to help her around.
Amy: thanks guys, thank you all.

So now they go where Sonic been blown up which it's somewhere at the same spot where Dark Sonic
save them by using Chaos Control to get his friends safety.
Tails & Rouge search for him in air, Knuckles looks for Sonic from underground and Shadow & Light
watch him by running through the forest area. While they continue to search, Amy on the other hand was
walking, trying to call for his name.
Amy: Sonic.... Sonic.....
She keeps on calling for him, but still nothing.
Amy: Sonic, where are you?! Oh, what's the use.... even if I did found, he might never wanted to see me
anyway.
Amy was still moving on until she heard something, it was coming from the same field that he made the
explosion.
Amy: Sonic, is that you....
It was getting closer and closer, she kept hearing Sonic's voice, then she felt something on her shoulder
which Amy turns around and saw Sonic right in front of her with the Chaos Emeralds & Super Emerald in
his arms.
Amy: Sonic!
Sonic: ..... Amy.....
Amy: I know you're alive all along.... quick; we got to find the others and tell you're alive.
Suddenly Sonic wasn't feeling well, Amy was looking at him because he was feeling a little funny.
Amy: ..... Sonic.....
Then he fell down into the ground, lying on the floor.
Amy: SONIC!
Sonic was very injured and hurt like he was dying, he even tropes the emeralds on the ground when he
fell. Amy tries to help him by held Sonic into her arms.
Amy: Sonic, what's the matter?
Sonic: (in a really wounded voice) Amy..... You must stay away from me, I'm too dangerous....
Amy: no, don't say that.....
Sonic: err..... I'm sorry, Amy.... I tried to control myself, but I couldn't....
Amy: no, it's not your fault; we'll get you some help.
As she was looking somebody found them yet, but then move his hand right on her left cheek.
Sonic: Amy.... whew, I'm sorry for what I done to everybody.... arr, and for what I done to you.
Amy: it's not your fault, Sonic.... come on, we're going to get you out of here.... please Sonic, don't do

this to me, I don't want lose you again.
Sonic: well.... at least I had chance to tell you that I do care about you.
Amy: really.....
Sonic: yes, I always will.
Amy huge him for what she heard from him, but then all she can do is cry.
Amy: oh Sonic, I'm sorry that I got you into this mess, please forgive me....
Sonic: I do forgive you; I'm the one that should be sorry.... I didn't tell you or anybody that I was
becoming a monster.
Amy: please don't say that, it doesn't matter anymore, we're together again....
Sonic: well, whew.... at least this is the last time I get to see you one last time....
Sonic's body was now laying lifelessly on the ground and all Amy can do now is watch him fade away as
he slowly close his eyes.
Amy: .... Sonic....
By the time she see him not moving, Shadow & the others found them on the field.
Shadow: there you are....
Shadow saw Sonic lying on the ground.
Shadow: .... oh no....
Light: Shadow, what's goin.... oh....
Amy: Guys, something wrong with Sonic!
Knuckles: what?
Rouge: oh my....
Shadow & Light take a look at Sonic, tried to check anything by hearing his heart beat from
him. The others stand back while those two try to help Sonic.
Tails: well.... what the matter with him?
Shadow: shhh....
Shadow tries to hear a beat, but he didn't hear anything or feeling a movement from him.
Light: well how is he, is he going to be okay.
Shadow looks at them and shook his head.
Shadow: .... Sonic.... is gone.
As they heard the bad knew, Amy was upset again and so did Tails, Knuckles, Rouge & Light. Shadow
carries Sonic's body, but then Amy stand in front of Shadow like she wants to see Sonic one more time.

Amy: .... no....
Shadow: Amy, there's nothing you can do for him now..... Hes gone and we can't do anything about.
Amy: but there must be a better way!
Then Amy thought of something that might work.
Amy: wait, what about the Super Emerald.
Shadow: what good is that going to do?
Amy: well.... it revives Light last time, so why can use it on Sonic.
Shadow never did thought of that at first.
Shadow: kind of think of it, it has..... Alright, I guess we could do that.
Light: ..... No we can't....
Shadow: why not?
Light holds up the Super Emerald and it looks like the emerald power is gone, the same goes with
Chaos Emeralds.
Light: the Super Emerald's power is gone even the Chaos Emeralds.... Sonic musted absorb all it when
he first become Dark Sonic.
Shadow: ..... Then.... there's no chance of bring Sonic back.
Shadow & the rest of Sonic friends were giving up hope now, but then Amy taps on Shadow's shoulder.
Amy: Shadow, can I say something.
Shadow: .... a course, well be right beside ya....
Shadow put Sonic's body down by laying by Amy's side and Shadow gets Light to with his friends while
she will say some words for Sonic the Hedgehog.
Amy: .... Sonic.... I always think you care for me, but I care for you more. ever since I met you,
you always save me from danger.... we thought you were crazy when you're having dreams, but it
something else that was control you and we're sorry for noticing it.... I love you, Sonic....
Amy holds him tightly to her arms as she was cried.
Amy: ..... And I will never leave you.....
Soon that everyone was getting sadder, it was hard for them to lose hero who been their friends for
years, as they close their eyes for this moment. Then Amy had tear that was coming her eyes which it hit
right onto Sonic's forehead. then suddenly, somehow the emeralds were giving back there power, all 7
of them were glowing bigger which they strike onto Sonic's body, all of wounds were heal and recovered
which he was gaining life in him and he was starting to open his eyes. Sonic was alive once again and
he looks a Amy crying that he move his hand on her hands, Amy open her eyes and she see her hero
holding her too.

Sonic: ..... And I never will leave you too, Amy Rose....
Amy: Sonic!!
Everybody heard her yelling for Sonic's name.
Shadow: huh?
They saw Sonic was really alive.
Shadow: Sonic!
Light: no way....
Tails: but it is....
They all gather around in a compete circle when they see their old friend again.
Knuckles: Sonic....
Tails: we got buddy back.
Rouge: we thought we lose you, Sonic.
Sonic looks at them including Light even he wanted to see him again that he move his thumb up for him.
Light: it's nice to see you again, Sonic....
Sonic then smiled at him and move his thumb up to.
Light: but kind of think it, does anybody know what happen to Eggman?
Shadow: ..... Yeah really, what did happen to that fat man in red?
Later they heard Eggman voice coming from one of those trees and they looked up to see if he up there.
Light: Eggman, you're alive.
Shadow: we thought Sonic killed you.
Dr. Eggman: well I'm not and before I hit and send me back to prison again.... can somebody get me
down from here!
Knuckles walk up because he's going to punch him off the tree.
Knuckles: well I glad to get you down.
Dr. Eggman: no, wait!
Knuckles punch the tree down and Eggman fall off, but then he was starting to run away.
Knuckles: hey, where do think you're going, get back!
Knuckles chase him down and the others were laughing, Sonic take a good look at Amy and was going
to ask her something.

Sonic: so.... am I going to be okay now?
Amy smiled at him.
Amy: everything will be alright.
They were both happy and same goes with Shadow & others; everything will be just the way it is now.
3 DAYS LATER.
In the Emerald Coast Resort at the beach, Chris & Helen were about to get married, something that
Sonic would've seen his old friend Chris as his best man. When it was time to say I do, Chris & Helen
were about to kiss a gather, then they were now husband & wife. later that at night, those two were
dancing for the first time in their life at this wedding party, Helen was even wearing the belt that Tails
invented for her to walk normal the everybody. Sonic & Amy were dancing too. Everyone were having a
good of their, but Shadow & Light were standing near a wall just to watch them dance.
Shadow: well Light, look at them.... all of them having a good time.
Light: yeah, so are Sonic & Amy.... so Shadow.... do you think Sonic is really back to his normal self?
Shadow: well he seems okay now....
Light: so then what's a point holding the Super Emerald if it doesn't have its power anymore.
Shadow was holding it in his hands.
Shadow: well it's power is not fully gone, it just resting until it get it's power back, but for now I'm
just going to enjoy this party right now.
Light: hmm....
Light watch them having a good time.
Light: well it's seem their doing great for a gather, I mean Sonic got his girl, Knuckles has his, but we
have no lady that with as well.
Shadow: I figure you would say that.
Light: huh?
Shadow: I met this purple hedgehog that looks actually like Amy, only she purple and she looking for
guys to spend time with.
Light: really.... where is she?
Shadow: right beside ya.
Light: huh?
Light turned around and she really is behind him.
Light: ahhh! Who are you?
This girl was laugh when she meets him.
Shadow: Amanda, it nice to see again, I'm so glad you're finally here.

Amanda: hi Shadow, it's nice to see you too.
Light: wait, you two know a gather?
Shadow: a course, I told her to come, we met at Station Square and I was wondering if you might like
her.
Amanda: so are you going to tell who's your friend.
Shadow: alright.... Amanda, this is my brother Light the Hedgehog..... Light, this is Amanda Violet....
Light: um, hi....
Amanda: hi.... I heard some things about you.
Light: yeah, but I'm just second creation of Prof. Gerald.
Amanda: bet you are.... you wanna dance?
Light: .... for real....
Amanda: yes....
Light Looks at Shadow for some reason.
Shadow: go ahead, I'm not going to stop you.
Light: you sure?
Shadow: yep....
Light: alright then....
Amanda: let's go.
So Shadow let his brother go dance with girl name Amanda.
Shadow: ..... Cause I'll find some day....
Just then somebody else come bye to see Shadow in person as he heard her calling for him.
Voice: ..... Shadow.....
Shadow moves his head and he see a red hair girl that somehow looks familiar.
Shadow: .... Molly!!
Molly: Shadow, is it really you?
Shadow: is it really me, is it really you?!
Molly: a course it's me.
Shadow: but I thought I will never see you again.... and you change your outfit too
Molly: yeah, and I'll never thought I would see you again too.
Shadow: how did you get here?
Molly: well my ship crash here on the planet and I heard somebody told me if Shadow is around and
they say he's from here.
Shadow: and who told you I was from here.
Molly that would be your friend Chris.... he find my ship with me in it and he help me and he also invited
to his wedding.
Shadow was really surprise to see her again, I guess he didn't lose her after all and who could a thought
that Chris found her. Shadow was getting a little shy to ask.

Shadow: .... so um.... Molly.
Molly: yes.
Shadow: would you like to um, I mean if you want to.... if you don't want to, then I can always....
Molly smiled at him and grabs his hand.
Molly: I would love to.
Shadow: uh, okay....
So Shadow took Molly to dance with everybody, Sonic & Amy saw Shadow was finally happy and they
were surprise to see him that way.
Amy: aww, isn't that sweet, Shadow is finally dancing with somebody.
Sonic: yeah, so why don't we just stay away from them for now.
Amy: right.... we don't want to ruin it for him.
So they were about to stay out of Shadow & Molly way and continue what their doing. Chris & Helen
were very happy now that they become husband and wife, Tails was glad now that belt he invented
really works, Shadow was happy because Molly was here with him, Light was happy because he has a
fine lady to spend time with and Amy was happy now that Sonic is alive and just the way he was
before. Everything going okay for awhile.
AFTER 30 MINUTES.
Amy was out walking at the beach, thinking about Sonic all night. then she set on one of those bigger
rock where she first heard those other people that were here before and she look at the sea, Amy was
fully relax until she Sonic voice, yelling for her.
Sonic: Amy!
Sonic ran down to meet her as she standing on that big rock.
Amy: .... Sonic....
Sonic: what are you doing out here, should you be with us at the wedding party.
Amy: oh, I'm just resting for now, it's been a long time since I haven't walk to the beach.
Sonic walks up and set next to her.
Sonic: really?
Amy: yeah, I remember when we were here and I made you a bracelet that time.
Sonic: oh, I almost forgot about that.
Amy: yeah, well I guess we should head back before anybody notice where we're at.
Sonic: actually I do have something for you, but I don't know if you want it.
Amy: you do....
Sonic: yeah, since you made something for me in the past, I made something for you.
Amy: well what is it?

Sonic showed it to Amy, it look like same bracelet she made for him.
Amy: um, Sonic.... that look like the same bracelet I gave you.
Sonic: yeah, but I kept mine somewhere else, this one I made by my self and I add something for it.
He gave it to Amy and there was something on it, it was a pink heart that saids I HEART YOU, Amy love
it when she looked at it.
Amy: awww, this is sweet, where did you find this?
Sonic: let's just say that two of my hedgehog buddies gave it to me.
Amy smiled at Sonic and then she huge him real tight.
Amy: aw, thank you....
Sonic: haha, no problem.
Soon Sonic has this feeling inside.
Sonic: .... Amy....
Amy: yes Sonic
Then he put his arms around her wrist.
Sonic: this I should've done a long time ago.
Then he closes his eyes and leaned toward her, kissing her. Amy's widened with shock, Sonic finally
kiss her for the first time and nothing didn't go wrong, then he stop right there the moment and smiled at
her.
Amy: Sonic....
Amy immediately wrapped her arms his neck, pulling him towards her for another kiss. Their lips met
again, greater than the last, when they stopped, Amy put her hand on his cheek and nuzzled him.
Sonic: so, is this alright for you Amy....
Amy: .... it sure is....
Sonic: hmm..... But like I said before, no matter where I go, I would never leave you.
Amy: .... and nether would I, Sonic the Hedgehog.
Sonic: so what don't we go back to the party and graduate Chris & Helen one more time?
Amy: I'm with ya, Sonic.... I'm way with ya.....
So those two were fixing to walk back to the party by holding hands to a gather on the way there,
everything was normal now that Sonic was completely fine, the darkness was gone for good, Amy now
knows that Sonic does love her after all and Sonic will never have those nightmares ever and ever
again.

~THE END~
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